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Peanuts a Money Crop
R. C. Hatch, who formerly reClovia, was here the
sided
first of the week and" in conversation with a News reporter
stated that he had shipped out
40 cars of peanuts in Howard
County Texas the past season
and that as much as eighty cars
had been shipped from there this
year. The peanut raisins industry there is just in its infancy,
he stated, and that those who
have planted the crop are well
pleased with the experiment and
are going in heavy from now on.
He believes that the sandy loam
soil, to be found in this county,
will grow peanuts better than
the country where he now resides. He says that there is just
as much rainfall here and that
the soil is, if anything, richer
than that of Howard county, of
which Big Springs is the chief
marketing point. There is just
as much wind there as here and
as he farmed here for several
years he sees no reason why the
sandy loam soil of Curry county
cannot be made more valuable
by growing peanuts, than the
tight wheat land north of town,
which now is generally considered of greater value. The peanut market is strong and is getting better every year and the
demand is greatly increasing.
There is more nutrition in a
pound of peanuts than in two
pounds of the very best steak.
The percentage of portein matter
is mueh greater and they are not
injurious to the health. W. C.
Parish of Clovis, alone consumed
eight or ten barrels of shelled
peanuts last year, which would
indicate something of the demand right here at home. Mr,
Parish states that the best peanuts that he bought were raised
by S. J. llobbs on sandy land
near Blacktower and that when
Mr. Hobbs planted peanuts he
also planted watermelons and
pumpkins on the same land and
that in this manner the vines lie
came interwoven and the soil did
not blow. The nuts were of the
jumbo variety and were excep
tionally large and fine. These
however do not command the
The
highest market prices.
News would suggest to the
farmers in the sandy loam district to try a few acres of peanuts this year and ascertain how
they pay as a money crop. It is
possible that it will bring better
returns than the best wheat
land of the northern part of the
county which last year produced
over forty bushels of wheat to
the acre.
)'

Money in Beans
J. W. Leagan, of Bellview,

was in Clovia Monday with a big
load of Mexican beans which he
readily disposed of at 41 2 cents
wr pound. According to Mr.
Leagan' d figures his beans will
bring him about $32 per acre.
This is not a bad showing on $10
per acre land. Last year was
an off year for the bean growers
of Mr. Legan's section. Said
he: "The average is about 1000
pounds to the acre, and this is a
sure crop. The acreage will be
much larger than ever before
this year."

Land Wanted
Will buy one or two deeded

in Curry or
Knosevelt Counties; don't write
unless you can offer a bargain;
give full description and price in
35 4t
first letter.
I. B. Brojles,
Plainview, Texas.

quarter sections

NEW MEXICO.

CLOVIS. CURRY COUNTY.

35

FEBRUARY5 18. 1916.

$1.00 PER YEA

R. E. Brown For Treasurer
Says Country Is In
District Court in Session
Prosperous Condition Mr. R. E. Brown, whose anThe February term of District
Quite rapidly is Curry county
pushing to the front along all Court began Monday Morning
Mr. A. Mandell of the Mandell nouncement appears in this
lines of legitimate endeavor, with a good number of cases on Clothing and Dry Goods Co., re- paper for the office of Treasurer
materially, educationally,
docket. The usual delay caused turned Wednesday from
St of Curry county, is go well
in securing a jury before the Louis, where he went to buy known hire that we deem it alMonday Rev. J. T. Lewis was docket was reached took up
the summer stock of goods for most euperflous to add more.
in the city circulating a petition
time of. the Court. his house. Mr. Maadell is very However, for the benefit of the
for funds with which to erect a The grand Jury reports the find- enthusiastic over the financial new comers who might not know
Methodist church building five ing of four true bills and three outlook for the whole country. Mr. Brown, we will say, that he
miles south and four miles east no bills are as follows.
True He says that conditions never has lived in Clovis for the past
of town, of which J. R. Webb Bills: State of New Mexico vs appeared better. Most of the seven years, has ever been ac
is pastor. This building is to Henry C. Cox. assisting prison- factories of the entire country tive in the advancement of the
Will be frame, ers to escape; State of N, M. vs are working day and night to town and county and is a lifelong
cost $1500.
He is now filling
twenty eight by forty two feet, Flinn C. Cox, forgery. Two of supply the un precedent demand Democrat.
with a Beating capacity of 800. the defendants being out of the fur thtir products. Mr. Mandell successfully the Treasurers of
The walls are to be twelve feet State. No Bills were found in predicts that conditions will con- fice, to which he was appointed
1914,
by the
high, with aich ceiling. There the following cases: State of N. tinue to grow even better with in September,

New Church Building

con-siuera-

is to be a solid concrete foundation.

The corner stone will be laid
Sunday at 2 p. m. February 27.
Kev. Messer, of Clovis and Rev.
Allison, of Roswell, will officiate
at this service. A splendid program will be rendered at that
time. A very cordial invitation
is extended to the public to attend this service.

Dame Rumor
We hear it rumored that ithe
Methodist of Clovis are preparing to erect a $10,000 or 12,000
church edifice. The Methodist
folks are a people who do large
things, and while this is mere
rumor, we snould not be surprised to see this building go up.
Such a building would be a
credit to that church and to our
city. Let the goou work go on.
Who said when Clovis went dry
it would kill the town?

vs Otho Murphy, ooerating
game of chance; State of N. M.
vs C. A. MesBi'ngill, assault with
a deadly weapon; State of N. M.
vs W. E, High, aiding prisoners
to escape. The first case of importance to be heard was that of
Robert Humphrey vs Charles J.
Quante, establishment of boun-dr- y
lines, which is before the
jury as we go to press.
M,

Commits Suicide
Wednesday afternoon about 5
o'clock, Phil A. Skala shot him
self through the forenead ith a
38 pistol, while in hU room at
the Ohio Hotel, of which he was
Tne following
the proprietor.
is the Jury' verdict:
"We the under s gned Justice
of the Peace and J urv, wy sa
upon the inqiest nelj tni- - th
16th day of February 1916. on
tho body of Pnil A Sitala, found
in precinct No. 9 of the county
of Curry, State uf New Mexico,
find that the deceased came to
his death by reason of a gun-hwound inflicted by his own

tne coming months. In view ot
the present excellent financial
conditions of the country, and in
anticipation of the evident increased prosperity, Mr. Mandell
has purchased an extra large
and well selected stock of goods,
some of which he is having
rushed in by express.
Miss Lela Kendall, and A. S.
Veazey,
of the Kendall Dry
Goods Co.. returned Thursday
from the Eastern markets,
where they bought a very large
and well assorted stock of gooua
tor their House. Miss Kenaali
"1
aid to a News reporter:
tuund tne country very prosper
1 IK ver saw
so itiuoy
"Us
p.ople buying goods, fioin eveo
ectiou of lue country, wlnu.
--

.ilio-v-

s

Liiat tne. wave. Ot UIOjO

I

iiy is general ail over our co.i,,
try. liutiihtbf has bten aw ui,
good Willi Us tins fall, ana
:'jUk!H, pc.'liupb the Ittigesl ..IO
lcol
assoi ceu btucK ot niercuau
Remodeling His Building
uise mat we nave ever otfeieu
J. R. Walker has a force of
to the clovis true."
men at work this week remodelWnen asked about the weather
ing the Highway Garage buildMiss Kendall shuadered as she
ing that he recently purchased. hands."
replied. "It rained, alee ted or
J. A. Noble,
A concrete floor will be put in
Justice of the Peace. snoaeu nearly every day while
and the building remodeled
we were in St Louis. We rarely
Frank ivy,
throughout. When finished this
saw the sun. I tell you, i
ever
H H. Cro.
will be one of the very best meat
am always glad to get back to
Mays,
W.
E.
market establishments in he
New Mexico, the land of sunL. C. Morgan,
city. There are twelve rooms
shine."
W. L Russel.
on the second floor. These will
J. B. Crossland
Leap Year Ball
all be put in the best condition
supposFinancial
troubles
are
A Social Success
for housekeeping purposes.
of
ed
be
sad
cause
the
to
act.
the
Mr. Walker is a hustler, a
One of the greatest social
wife and
successful business man and a The deceased leaves a
of the ytar was the
successes
relsplendid citizen, who believes step dauhter, and other
Leap year ball given by the
atives, who reside in Kansas.
that Clovis is to continue to The body
ladies of Clovis, of which
will be shipped to
grow bigger and better. And
Drs. Miller, Chapman and
Kansas Friday for interment.
is helping along the good work.
W. B. Mersfelder were special
arrangement committee.
New Auto Agency
Many friends in this communAt shortly after nine the music
sorry
b
of
to
ity
learn
will
the
began
for the grand march,
of
M.
Johnson,
E.
This week
the Chalmers Motor Co., visited death of Chas. Kohn of Montoya which was led by Mrs. Herod
several sections of Curry county, N. M. at Kansas City last week, and Dr. Chapman, couples
and was so well pleased with while he and his bride of a few gradually filling in the circle unthe county as a farming and days, nee Miss Hanna Bonem, of til the spacious hall was a solid
stock proposition, that he de- Tucumcari, were on their wed- unit. At the head of the isle
cided to establish an agency here ding trip; also the sudden death little Misses Montel Mansfield
for his company. "We are go- of his brother George who died and Margaret Fleming handed
ing to help the farmers," was of grief the day, set for the for- out the programs for the even
Interment of ing, which bore very appropriate
about the way Mr. Johnson put mer's funeral.
place in the symbols of the occasion. The
took
both
brothers
be
will
in
Miller
Claud
Mr.
it.
active charge of the Chalmers Tncumcari cemetery last week. programs for the gentlemen
bore a crimson cupid, while
Motor Car Company's business
Harry Patton, of the law firm those of the ladies had affixed
here. Mr. Miller is an old timer
in Clovis, being here when the cf Pstton and Bratton was in the trey 'o Hearts. The gentletown of Clovis was platted He Santa Fe the first of the week men, who had observed the anwas formerly actiyely connected attending the meeting of the nouncement of this very singular
with the W. I. Luikart & Co. Democratic Central Committee. affair, were most curious less
store. He wondered off into After a lively scirmage and con- the ladies might not carry out
Oklahoma, where he really tried siderable opeaking, the commit- their contemplation to the letter,
hard to be satisfied, for about tee elected Judge McLaughlin of but such curiosity was dispelled,
eight years, but it was no go, so Santa Fe as State Chairman. we have no hesitation in saying,
Mr. Miller came back to Clovis Mr. McLaughlin was supported ere the evening was over; the
arrangements for their company,
to stay. And as he has fully re- by Mr. Patton.
escorting, and securing dances,
pented of his error, we gladly
F. R. McKinley, who lives all were theirs, and that they
welcome him as a citizen and into the business activities of our north of town a few miles, was made the best of their privilege,
Mr. Mc- is now admitted.
in the city Monday.
busy, bustling little city.
Kinley is traveling over the
The hall was appropriately
Joe Sellers and A. E. Curren county with a fruit tree man, decorated for the occasion. Feswere strung from the
left Sunday for Albuquerque to and he states that a large num- toons to
the eves of the room,
center
being
Ere
sold.
are
trees
serve as jurymen during the ber of
and pendant hearts of varying
present session of federal court. long we can all eat apples under sizes were everywhere in eviIt is possible that the term will the shade of our own old apple dence. Luncheon of coffee and
sandwiches were served.
tree in Curry county.
last for three or four weeks.
I

ot

Mes-dame-

s

County Commissioners upon the
resignation of Mr. Taylor, It is
stated, by those who know, that
his books are in perfect condition. Mr, Brown is careful
and painstaking in the discharge
of his duty. He it always on
the job,

L. C.

It is with no little pleasure
that the News calls attention to
the announcement of
Superintendent L. C. Mersfelder
for the State Senate subject to
the Democracy of Curry county.
For many years Mr. Mersfelder
filled, successfully and satisfactorily the office of County School
Superintendent of this county,
retiring from that office of his
own accord, and he is too well
known in this entire section to
need any words of commendation from us. However we wish
to say for the benefit of the new"
settlers in the county, that Mr.
Mersfelder is a man of superior
business acumen; a man of unquestioned integrity; a man who
will be a tower of strength and
do much good for this county,
if elected to the office for which
he aspires. We know of no one
better fitted for the office
-

Good Material for Office.
Miss Sallie G. Bryant, of

Por-tale- s,

through Clovis
Thursday motning enroute to
LaLande to attend a teachers
meeting there. Miss Bryant is
a candidate
for the office of
county superintendent of R)ose-vecounty. Sue is one of the
most capable women in this part
of the state, and if elected to
the office to which she aspires,
tioosevelt county can well be
oroud of her superintendent.
Miss Bryant is a sister to Ex
R. G. Bryant
Representative
who will bo the next Senator
Mr.
from Roosevelt county,
Bryant u a man who stands
four square for everything that
is best for the people. With him
in the Senate from Roosevelt
county, and Mr. Mersfelder in
the Senate from Curry county,
this part of eastern New Mexico
will be mighty well represented,
it appears to the present quill
pusher of the News.
paHsed

lt

A Near Blaze
What came near being a real
bad fire was nipped in the bud
by the quick work of J. A.
and the fire department
about ten o'clnck Monday morn
ing. It is supposed that some
campers, who had occupied the
McFarlin camp house during the
night, in taking the ashes out of
the stove got some live coals of
fire also. All was dumped into
a wooden box. This was burned
through, also the floor and sometime later a fire was discovered
under the floor. As there was a
great deal of dry feed in the
adjoining building it looked for
a short time like a disasterous
fire wa3 certain.
Mc-Farli-

Mexican Killed.
Francisco Martinez, a

Mexi-

can, was run over by passenger
train No. 22 early Monday morning and instantly killed. We
did not learn any of the particu-

lars.

Santa Fe Reading Room
Entertainment.
The Shawnee Concert and
Dramatic Company of the state
The very highest
of Kansas.
talent in the west at piano, violin, and in voice trained actors
and actresses who will present
comedy entithe
tled: "The Man Who Married a
Dumb Wife."
at the Christian
Presented
N. M., SatChurch Clovis,
urday evening, Feb. 19. 1916.
side-splittin- g

Mersfelder For Senator

Associated Charities

Anyone hearing of cases of
need wiil please report same to
the following:
1st ward, Mrs. McMinn and
Mrs. Woodward; 2nd ward, Mrs.
A. J. Rodes or Mrs. E. P. Cooley;
3rd ward, Mrs. Fitzpatrick or
Mrs. Houchen; 4th ward. Miss
Mary Kniirht or Mrs. Pixiey.
AIo anyone having clothes,
shoes or other donations for this
work will pleuse remember
oundle day. Some one will be
at Rodes store to care for donations brought.
Miss Mary Knight, Pres.
Mrs. E. P. Cooley, Sec.

We Like Him
We like the fellow who has a
conscience, who regards his obligations sacredly, whose word
is as good as his bond. If this
were true of everyone, this
special National Pay Up Week,
would be unnecessary, for the
simple reason that every week,
every day would be rounded out
right.
A certain man in Clovis bought
a milk cow, some months since
from one of our citizens, on the
monthly installment plan, Every
obligation has been promptly
met. Either the day before or
the day the note falls due, this
man telephones the man from
whom the cow was bought,
'come and get your money.'
Just at the peep o' day Tuesday, and while the oforemention-eformer owner of the above
mentioned cow, was sweetly
snoozing with naught to disturb
his dreams,
bang! went the telephone
for about one long minute. Fire,
murder, earthquake, or what
under heavens could it be. After
bumping our shins against a half
dozen chairs, we reached the
"Well, who is it, and
phone.
in the name cf common sense,
what do you want?" "This is
Blank, Come by and get your
money." Ah, you should have
seen that smile that spread out
all over our face, as we sweetly
said in the mellowest tones
d

jing-a-lin-

jing-a-lin-

g,

possible, "Thank you."
We sure do like that fellow.

and he can get anything under
the run we have for sale "on
tick." It is a real pleasure to
this honest, hard working man
to meet his obligations. How
joyously this old world would
jog along, if that were true of
us all. "Owe no man anything,
save to love him."
NOTICE You can get full
blood Brown Leghorn Eggs, 15
J. W. Boyle.
for $1.00.

1'HE CLOVH NEWS
HAIG

AND

JOFFRE

REVIEWING

TROOPS

NEIY BURGLARS'

"JEKYLL-liYDE-

s

PAYS

"

FINE AND DEPARTS

TOOL IS WD1IDER

Man Who Terrorized Elizabeth,
N. J., Is Given Option of
It Is Called the "Old Man With
Fine or Jail.
Four Legs" and Never

Lorlng P. Cros-maathletic looking fellow,
two years out of Haverford College,
the son of O. A. Crosman, a lumber
of Portland, Me., pleaded guilty
INVENTOR IS CONVICT man
before Judge Owen P. Mahon to
Jekyll-Hydtactics In Elizabeth which
consisted cf his being a respectable
Contrivance Is Made of Steal and Rips citizen by day and a terror and shock
to women and girls by night. Judge
Off Safe Knob Without Making
Mahon sentenced him to six months
Nolia "Soup" 8ometims
In Jail or pay a fine of $60. Crosman,
Necessary.
who Is 24 years old, 3 rat elected to
serve the Jail tern, but a few minutes
Grand Rapids, Mich. A few years later he paid the fine and was hurried
a
lew away by his father.
aso a mechanician lasnionea
strips of steel at bis home forge and
For weeks Crosman, who worked
the gmtesque creation of this man, for an engraving firm In New York,
who is now serving time In the Ohio
"old
was christened
penitentiary,
man" and by way of distinction be
was spoken of as having four legs,
(ten. Sir Douglas Main, the new commander of the ilrltisli In France, and General Joffre reviewing troopt But such legs!
When top story men worked In
(he headquarter of the allies.
the Michigan Trust building here on
a recent Sunday ana tore out tne
combinations of two safes and shot
WINTER WITH THE FRENCH IN THE NORTH
another with nitroglycerin, the "old
..
WMHM
man" with the four legs left bis
iy&jtm"- j. vWiwii:
Imprints on the safe. Where bis
"feet" bad been planted were four
dents. Those marks spoke volumes
to the detectives.
Only the expert safe crackers use the
"old man." The man whose brain gave
birth to this ingenious tool fashioned a
'
f
t
most powerful and useful Implement
for the "craft" who use explosives and
drill steel safes for a living when some
Is not foeding and
commonwealth
bousing them in exchange for a safe
cracking Job or some other depredation.
"Old Man" Is Powerful.
A piece of steel fashioned into the
semblance of a narrow horseshoe is
.
the framework of the "old man,"
.
There Is Just enough room between
these strips to enable the "old man"
to drop over the knob of the safe. Suddenly Appeared Before Women
and Girls.
Four holes drlllod In the "old man's"
frame furnish the foothold for the four prowled In residential streets at night,
legs.
suddenly appearing before women and
The boles are threaded wltb a fine girls In such a manner as to terthread, as are the legs.
rify them. When he was caught,
Once the "old man" fastens his grip
complatnta had
IVtachninnts of French troop on their way to the front In northern France, plodding through the Blush while upon the safe knob the legs are after some twenty-fivreached Police Chief Mulcahy and
supply wagons In the rear carry their guns.
screwed Into the boles. The close Sergt. Ward, Crosman
attributed bis
threads on bolts and hole give the mania to a sort of Mr. Hyde spell.
ARDENT RED CROSS WORKER "old man" a tremendous purchase
Crosman was engaged to marry a
WOMEN FIGHTERS IN AUSTRIAN RANKS
power and with a monkey wrench the Portland girl. He was once a Y. M.
"legs" are screwed down.
C. A. worker.
In a moment they are fast and the
"old man's" back Is bent to the task.
FROM HER SON'S WIFE
So short and powerful Is bis frame FLEES
and so closely sot are his legs that
tbero Is no chance for him to bend Woman Seeks Refuge In Jail After
Controversy
With Her
i.
a
at his work. The combination comDaughteMn-Law- .
mences to give and as the Jaws of the
wrench twist the legs in deeper the
Wabash, Ind. Mrs. Frances Illnkle,
knob Is slowly torn out. Entrance to
the safe then is easy and the Inner 60 years old, a widow, and owner of
compartments, once bared, are easily a valuable farm near here, came to
Jail here, as a measure ot protection,
battered In.
daughter-in-law- ,
"The "old man's" right hand aid Is she said, from her
drill which can be fastened Mrs. John H. Hinkle, who, with her
a
husband, was a tenant on the widow's
farm.
Late at night the sheriff received
a telephone call from Mrs. Hinkle asking that officers be sent after her
and that she be brought here for
safe keeping. The request was compiled with and the woman was allowed to remain at the Jail until her
son and daughter could move.
According to the woman's story, she
and Mr. and Mrs. John Hinkle bad an
t
altercation following ber refusal to
permit her daughter-in-lato drive
a nail In a door to bang a picture.
Mrs. Hinkle said that the younger
woman threatened her.
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BUOIiiG
OF A COUNTRY

The Natural Pride of Those Who

Take Part

N. J.

2J

I

1

Missouri City Has the Tags on Hand
and Decides to Put Them en the
Wieners.

These two Austrian women have served In the army of their country
since the outbreak of the war and have boen In many battles. One of them
whs a schoolteacher and the other a student in the University of Vienna.

TOLEDO'S

1

fit

ujiji

mi

FINE ELECTRIC

Joplln,

FLAG

...

Retort Courteous.
He was an estlmablo young man,
whose life happily had not Intimately
acquainted him with the etiquette ot
the barroom, but he had evidently
picked up some knowledge ot this
from hoarsay and reading.
"Here," said his fellow worker, In
reaction against the toil of the holiday "rush," "is to hell with Christ-

mas!"
The young man bowed gravely, and
clicked bis glass. Perhaps the din
of the place a bit confused him.
"Same to you," he said In a polite
voice.
WOMEN SUFFERERS
NEED

'

:

h

'Mt";Xl.:Tt't-i-

'

""r

lu

1.r'T' ""

""

T

Length of

Day.

A day Is generally

supposed to be
a period of twenty-fou- r
hours, but this
is not necessarily so. The period ol
t
,..,-.it
the sun's position above the horizon
also constitutes a day. The actual
measure of time covered by a day as
we know It la twenty-threhours, fifty".ZZT
ii.
' ' "HIXK'
"
six minutes, and Ave seconds. In some
parta of Norway the day lasts two
whole months without Interruption!
1 uroe and a half months constitutes
,
the period of the longest day In
while the shortest only reg:
i
isters two and a half hours! That Is.
:?
t
Judging the actual period of light,
i
..'
I
which would be nineteen hours, and
' illIHMlll1iilIH null M
In li
the shortest Ave. At Hamburg tin
The Toledo iO.) courthouse 'was one of the nrst public buildings in longest Is seventeen, and the short
America on which was erected an electrically lighted flag to carry Its lesson est seven. London's longest day Is
of patriotism by night aa well as by day. The electric flag was originated rourhly. sixteen and a halt, with tht
bf & L. Fralits of Cleveland, and a number ot cities have adopted the Idea. shortest about tight hours
.

-

e

j--

Spitz-borgen-

Si

:

irf-

Anyone who decides

ill

SWAMP-ROO- T

Thnumnds upon thouaandi of wotnea
have kidney and bladder trouble and never
uapect it.
Women's complaint! often prove to be
nothing elie but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder diMue.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may chum the other organ
to become diaeaeed.
You may auffer a great deal with pain
in the back, headache. Iota of ambition,
oervouaneaa and may be despondent and

hereafter to enter upon the business
of dispensing hot wieners, frankfurters
Only Expert 8afe Crackers Use the and such like, In this city, must rat
obtain a dog license. While venders
"Old Man."
ot. these sausages la cooked form are
easily
as
"old
frame
Into the
man's"
popularly known as "hot dog" dealers,
Is
as one of the legs. An extra bole
drilled Into the frame and Into this the adoption of this form ot license irritable.
significance In the
Don't delay starting treatment. Dr.
fits the threaded bolt that holds tho bad no peculiar
,
Kilmer's
a physician's predrill steady and In place. But the drill minds of the municipal authorities.
With the close of the year went scription, obtained at any drug atore, reIs used only where the charge of
stores health to the kidneys and is just
"soup," or nitroglycerin, Is resorted the licensing ot dogs, which left the me remeay needed to overcome such concity with a perfect'y good form of li- ditions.
to In blowing the safe.
cense on hand, so It was ordered to
Get a fifty rent or one dollar bottle imFastened on Knob.
what la popularly known mediately from any drug store.
yeggs
case
fasten
In this
the service for dog"
the
Industry.
However, if you wish first to test this
"old man" securely cn the safe knob. as tbe "hot
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
The drill Is placed and the yegg then
Kilmer A. Co., Ilinghamton, N. Y, for a
feeds the steel drill as he turns the HIS LAUGH WINS FORTUNE sample
bottle. When writing be sure and
handle. The bolt that holds the drill
mention this paper. Adv.
to Its work and whlcb Is fastened Identifies Tailor to Detectives as Heir
to the 8nug Sum of
Into the "old man's" frame Is cne
Her Miatake.
$40,000.
piece, while the drill Is set Inside of
"Tbe man I marry must have coma threaded bolt that pushes it forward
mon sense," she said blushlngly.
Two detectives walked
with the regularity the yegg uses in
St
"He won't," replied he bitterly.
day
drilling.
shop
Into a tailor's
here the ether
enough
deep
they
thought
the and stopped beside a man
After the hole is
Met Oray flairs bat Ttrad Stye
"soup" Is administered and the hole was Giles B. Read cf Paducah. Ky.
make us look older Oian we ara. Keaa
your Ryes young and you will look ynun.
Is covered with wax and a fuse at"Size 38," said a detective gravely.
After the Movies Murine Tour Kyes. Don't
Read laughed.
tached; office rugs are thrown over
tell your aire. Murine Rya Remedy Co
"That proves It," said the other vlsl Chicago, Bends Ky Book oa request
the safe and the yeggs step to one
side as the fuse Is fired. The real tor. "We were asked to find a man
Correct Answer.
yegg uses Just enough "soup" to ac- by tho came of Giles B. Read, who
"Why Isn't a nautical mile the same
complish the work cf wrecking the would laugh when we said "Size 38."
safe without blowing the doors We wanted to tell ycu that you have as an ordinary m!le?"
"Because it Is V.not"
through a wall or making unnecescome Into poscesslon ot 140,000, and
sary noise.
the money is waiting for you."
11

Lady Ralph Paget, whose mothei,
Lady Arthur Paget, Is a daughter ot
the late Paran Stevens, at one time
owner of the Fifth Avenue hotel. New
York, Is one of the most ardent Red
Cross workers among the English no
blllty. When, in 1910, her husband,
the British minister to Serbia, took tils
young bride of three years to Bel
grade, she became deeply Interested
In the Balkan life and the welfare ol
the Serbian people, and she was one
of the principal organizers of the hos
pital service in Serbia during the war
of 1912. She was In Belgrade engaged
in Red Cross work when the Bulgart
took that city.

Mtm ini in

Mo.

It.

To those who bave built railroads
through and across the prairies of
Western Canada, connecting that great
empire of grain and cattle, horse and
sheep with the world's markets In the
.
ha awarded the privilege
of looking upon their work, and Its
results with pardonable pride, u iney
and tell of the hardships
and the privations, why shouldn't
they? The broad prairies on wuicu
iho hufrnin roamed and fed, are now
alive wltb cities, towns and villages.
Farms large and small on wnicn
machinery has chased the bugaboo ot
tahnrinna work off the farm, and mak
ing farm life one of the most pleasant
and prosperous of occupations are
belna cultivated by men of the highest
stamp of manhood. Many of these
have inherited from their roreoears
the nhvslcal strength and tbe high
type of manliness that was theirs In
the days when they hewed their homes
out of the virgin forest, and made
them what may be seen today, beautiful farms In the east. On the whole
tbe western prairies breed a high type
of manhood, wrest from him faults
and diseases which would be his were
It not for the upbuilding Influence and
character of prairie lire.
When the builder of the western Canadian prairie looks upon the result of
his work, why shouldn't his chest expand? It was probably some of this
feeling ot pride that took possession
ot 81r Donald Mann, vice president of
the Canadian Northern Railway the
other day in Winnipeg, when be said:
"I am not In the habit of giving advice, but I have no hesitation of advising the young men of Canada, every
young man, to get out and get a piece
of western Canada's land that now
can be bud for the asking and be their
own masters."
"It was 36 years ago when I flrst
came to Winnipeg," he said. "At that
time there were less than 160.000
people west of Lake Huron In Canada,
and the only bit of railway In operation was between St Boniface and Emerson about sixty miles. Today there
are nearly 20,000 miles of railway In
actual operation and the population Is
over two and a quarter million, a wonderful achievement In such a short period you will sgree, when you hsve
contemplated It a moment."
"At that time all the flour, meat and
many other supplies for our contracts
were brought from the States. Now
consider what the west Is doing today. You have a grain production exceeding a billion bushels and yet only
a comparatively small area of the tillable land of the country Is occupied.
Five years hence you will be more
than doubling that." Advertisement

GET LICENSES FOR "hOT DOG"

I

In

Swamp-Uoot-

Robbers Carried 8afe In Auto.
Riverside, N. J. The
safe
in the office of William C. Maute's
hotel was loaded into an automobile
and carried eight miles from town before) it was blown. The robbers obtained some unnegotlable papers.

Dr. Pierce's Pleass. Pelleta ere the
original little liver pills put up 40 year
Slipped Whits Arranging Noose.
ago. They regulat liver and bowel. Adv.
Deltoh, Mich. John Williams of this
place slipped from a ladder which he
And when a man's down ha thinks
was climbing In order to hang himself It Is all up with him.
Boor,
head
striking
tc
toll
his
the
and
sc heavily that he was killed. He waa
It's ona of fate's decrees that lovers
arranging the noose when be slipped. (all in love before they caa tall out.

THE CLOVIS NEWS
Archie's Neck.

Little Willie In small boy stories
the central figure Is nearly always
named Little Willie came running
Into the house, stuttering in his ex-

TONIC

PERUNA

Are Von

In

Don't he mWed. Ak for . Red Croat
Hue niue. Make beautiful white clothes.
At all good groecra. Adv.

M3

jealous.

citement:
"Mommer," he panted, "do you know
Archie Sloan's neck?"
"Do I know what?" asked bis
mother.
"Do you know Archie Sloan's nck?"
Marine Service
Work Helping
repealed her offspring.
"I know Archie Sloan," answered
imu
the puizled parent; "so I suppose I WASHINGTON. Uncle Sam has an omciai press agent now wjo telling
It
American public Into his confidence and
must know bis neck. Why?"
department of the navy service tne
"Well," said Willie, "he Just now about the oldest and the
marine corps. Most everyone Knows
foil Into the backwater up to It.' Satsomething or other about the blueurday Evening Post.
m CONNA
jackets, for their feats on land and off
have been descrtbed so voluminously
BE ONE 0
Problem Solved.
every detail of their work and
that
THERE
THEM
Great Publisher We ilnd this novel
play Is known. But how about the
MARIN"
of yours is twice as long as it should
marines?
be.
Does the city or farmer boy know
1
waste
all
can't
Great Author But
tbat the navy's first battle waa fought
that material.
and entirely won by the marines; that
Great Publisher Certainly not. Our
they served under John Paul Jones,
Idea Is to cut It In half and make two
and raiBed the American flag in
novels of it. Judge.
Trinoll? Does he know that the City
of Mexico was first captured by the marine corps and that they entered
Is all right If you are Chapultepec and fortified that place? Has be been told of their fights In
In a position to back it up.
Korea, Formosa, Egypt, China, Japan, and at uuantanamoi uncie onm
he has not It is to Inform the city or farmer boy of tne eariy History sou
work of this service that the navy organised a puoncuy
the
bureau and put it in chargo of a regular enlisted corps of marine.

Well?

Press Agent's

What would you give to be
perfectly well? All you have
got, of course. It may be that
your trouble Is of a catarrhal
nature. Catarrh of the bead.
Catarrh of the stomach. Catarrh of some Internal organ.
If so, Peruna will help you on
the road to perfect health. If
you want to be convinced, buy
one bottle. No further argument will be necessary.

How Is Doctor Wombat as a physt- ;lan?"
Best ever. When you get exhaust
ed over bridge he prescribes dancing
as a rest cure."

the

least-know-

To

TONIC

PREPAREDNESS 1
Fortify The System Against aria

when Grip Is prevalent LAXATIVE BROMO
QU1NINR should be uken, as tbii combinalloa
with other Iniredienta. dettrora
of Uuinine
farms, sola aa a Tonlo and Laiaiive and thus
kasps tba enters in condition to withstand
There i nnlf one
Colds, Grip and Influanea.
. W. UKUVIIS alf- BKOMO QUININnV
nature on bos. sso.

0

Coughs Colds Catarrh
PERUNA

A girl sometimes encourages one
man In order to make some other man

The Fad.
Knickor Tired?
Uocker Yes, I was up all night
skating the baby.
It Is hard to convince a schoolboy
that summer vacation days are longer

Why That Lame Back?

Morning lameness, sharp twinges
backwhen bending, or an
ache; each Is cause enough to suspect kidney trouble. Get after the
We
Help the kidneys.
cause.
we
Americans go It too hard,
overdo, overeat and neglect our
sleep and exercise and so w are
fast becoming a nation of kidney
more deaths thaa
sufferers. 72
story-UsIn 1890 la the 1910 census
Pills. ThouKidney
Doan's
sands recommend then.
all-da- y

e

A Wyoming Case
Aran Holm, Cody,
Wyo aaye: "For ilf-teyearn my back
troubled me. It I stood
for any lenKthI of time
a eharp. cut Inn pain
celled me anil It also
on when I
came
stooped. Doan'a Kidney 1111(1 are the only
medicine thut
any noticecrave m
able relief and I continued uelne; them until cured. The trouble

fW.e

ever

has never returned."
Get Dsas'i at Ae Sieve, SOa Sea

DOAN'S WAV
rOSTER-MILBUR-

CO. BUFFALO. N. T.

than winter school days.

SUDDEN DEATH

Caused by Disease of the Kidneys
The close connection which exists medical opinion, without charge ab
between the heart and the kidneys is solutely free. This "Anuric" of Dr.
well known nowadays. As soon as Pierce's Is 37 times more active than
kidneys are diseased, arterial tension lithia, for It dissolves uric acid in the
Is Increased and the heart functions syBtem, as hot water does sugar.
Simply ask for Dr. Pierce's Anurlo
are attacked. When the kidneys no
longer pour forth waste, uremic poi- Tablets. There can be no imitation.
soning occurs, and the person dies and Every package of "Anuric" Is sure to
the cause Is often given as heart dis- be Dr. Pierce's. Tou will And the signature on the package just as you do
ease, or disease of brain or lungs.
It is a good insurance against such a on Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription,
s
friend to ailing
risk to send 10 cents for a large trial the
package of "Anurlo" the latest dis- women.
covery of Dr. Pierce. Also send a
Worry ta a frequent cause and
ample of your water. This will be sometimes a symptom of kidney dischargo
expert
by
examined without
ease. Thousands have testified to Imchemists at Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Ho- mediate relief from these symptoms
tel, Buffalo, N. T. When you suffer after using Dr. Pierce's Anurlo Tablets
from backache, frequent or scanty for the kidneys and backache.
urine, rheumatic pains here or there,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
feel- makes
weak women strong, sick
or that constant tired, worn-ou- t
ing, it's time to write Dr. Pierce, de- women well. No alcohol.
Sold in
scribe your symptoms and get his tablets or liquid.
In
It Is better to hit the bull's-eySimplified.
way
to
a
a
short sermon than tire me sin
out
tlgure
to
"I'm trying
enlarge the lobby of my theater," said ner Into repentance with a long one.
the manager. "It's entirely too small."
Makra the laundress happy that's Red
"Why not cut out the box office?"
ever-famou-

e

suggested

one

of

bis

patrons.

"I

haven't been ablo to buy a ticket
there In three years. The speculators
have them all."

FALLING HAIR MEANS

Crom lias Blue. Makes beautiful
white clothes. AU good groecra. Adv,

As a rule the world never sympa
thizes with the married man whose
nose Is against the grindstone.

Not every young man who smells of
an automobile.
Per
baps he cleans his own clothes.
KBBollne owns

DANDRUFF IS ACTIVE
Save Your Hslrl Get a 25 Cent Bottle
cf Danderine Right Now Also
8tops Itching Scalp.

No Escspe.
"Is insomnia catching?"
"When the baby has It."
Transcript.

lloston

Reporting a White House Wedding of Years Ago
s

T!!E recent wedding of President Wilson and tne exclusion or ine preee
1 recalls the experience of my father, the late Herbert A. Preston, at a
similar White House ceremony many years ago." says James D. Preston,
superintendent of the senate press
gallery.
"Father was in charge of
the New York Herald bureau In Washington for 21 years. If ever a man
e
was truly 'on the Job' It was the
of the Herald; It little mattered to the home office how he secured the news, their ever ready
question was. 'Why didn't we have
it?' Excuses were never in order
'the news' was the only answer.
"The wedding of Miss Nellie
Drant wna nnfl nf tha occasions when
the Herald expected Its representative to be there, even If he had to tall
down the chimney to get In. The Herald people were determined to have
the news.
"Father had auburn balr not a brlrcht red, but bright enough to cause
one to remember having met blm. He gave many hours of serious thought
to the forthcoming ceremony, but it didn't trouble him for he had overcome
eauallv as troublesome obstacles before. It was up to blm good and strong,
tor the Herald had a way of dropping Its representative on very short
notice if things at the Washington end did not move right Father conThe
cluded that his one opportunity was to go as one of the waiters.
caterer was his friend and fully appreciated the position he was In. He
emnloved father, and assisted him. even coaching him in the work he would
have to do in order to remove any possibility of attracting attention. Father assisted In fixing the table and, unobserved, witnessed the wedding
ceremony. At Its conclusion he was fussing about the table, as If putting
on certain finishing touches, but In reality making mental notes that he
mlsht not overlook any of the details, when Mrs. Grant came Into tne room,
The first ladv asked him several questions about the arrangements and at
ber suggestion he made several changes, Mrs. Grant being entirely ignorant
of his Identity. The wife of the president having finished with him, father
was beginning to give some thought to the task of making bis exit, when ho
hMin conscious of someone watching him, and turning, ne saw me presi'
dent standing In the doorway, his eyes fixed PD father s head.. He seemed
satisfied with bis conclusions for very shortly there came from his direcwaiter,
tion in a strong, clear tone, unmistakably meant for the auburn-haired red headed reporter.' However, tho Herald
these words: 'There's that d
was able to present to Its readers the next morning a full description of
the White House ceremony."
repre-s-ntatlv-

For Forty Years Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Has Been
Woman's Most Reliable Medicine
Here b More Proof.
To women who are suffering from some form of
woman's special ills, and have a constant fear of breaking
down, the three following letters ought to bring hope:

IP

North Crandon, "Wis. "When I waa 18 yoars
l.1,f T rnfc mnrri.,1 nnfl at. IP, TpfLTfl I FttVfl birth tO
twins and it left mo with very poor health. I could
not walk across tne floor witnouc naving to sib
down to rest and it was hard tor me to keep about
and do my work. I went to a doctor and ca told
me I had a displacement ami uiccrs, ana wouia
have to have an oiwration. This frightened me so
much that I did not know what to do. Havinfr
heard of Lydia E. IMnkham's Vegetable Compound
I thought I would give it a trial and it made me as
r
I
rn na nvnr. T rnnncit Riiv enouirh In favor ol too
pjiikham remedies." Mrs. Maymb Asbach, Aorta cranuon, Wis.
nnJWljjll
1

mm
i

Reminder.
"I.ook here," said the indignant
Thin, brittle, colorless and scrsggy
Testimony from Oklahoma.
hair is mute evidence of a neglected house owner to the agent from whom
inLawton, Okla. "When I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf. he had bought bis home on the
my
In
Compound I seemed to be good for nothing. I tired easily
paneling
Vegetable
"The
plan.
stallment
There Is nothing so destructive to
much of the time and was irregular. I took it again
up so you can
headaches
opening
had
and
room
dining
is
the hair as dandruff. It robs the balr put your finger through the cracks."
my little child was born and it did mo a wonderful amount of
before
of its luster, Its strength and Its very
Heat
good at that time. I nover fail to recommend Lydia E. Finkham s
Measuring
"That's all right," replied the agent. Washington
life; eventually producing a feverish
Vegetable Compound to ailing women because it has done so much
And
re
settling.
that
"The house is
ness and Itching of the scalp, which minds me. It's about time you settled
for me." Mrs. A. L. McCaslaud, 6lW Have Bt, Lawton, Okla.
GROUP of small frame buildings In the rear of the Smithsonian Instltu
a
If not remedied causes the balr roots up for last month's Installment."
tlon. st Washington, houses the office and local laboratory of the aBtroGrateful Massachusetts Woman.
From
to shrink, loosen and dlo then the
physical observatory, where much Interesting work Is being done In measur
Mass. "I was suffering from inflamItoxbury,
sun,
by
and
hair falls out fast A little Danderine
sent
out
First.
the
8sfety
ing the heat
examined by a physician who found
was
and
mation
will
surely
wore
any
They
varies
was
now
time
safe.
Georgle felt he
ascertaining whether this heat
tonight
that my trouble was caused Dy a displacement.
standing at the front gate.
from day to day. The results of these
save your balr.
My svmptotns were bearing down pains, backache,
Get a 26 cent bottle of Knowlton's ' "Won't you come Into the parlor experiments, or, rather, observations,
and sluggish liver. I tried several kinds of medithey
moment,
Georgia,
since
while,
dear?"
no
of
a
are
little
llttlo
and
sit
any
and
store,
after
Danderine from
cine; then I was asked to try Lydia K Pinkham's
of
"No-o- .
Georgle,
force
replied
great
not,"
I
think
the
tell
of
the first application your hair will hesitatingly.
Vegetable Compound. It has cured me and I am
all life, animal
affects
whlcb
nature
pleased to be in my usual good health by using it
take on that life, luster and luxuriance
you would," the girl went and plant.
wish
"I
Mrs. B. M. Osgood,
and highly recommend it.
It will become on; "it's awful lonesome. Mother has
Which Is so beautiful.
The amount of heat received or
1 Haynes Park, lloxbury, Mass.
wavy and fluffy and have the appear- gnno out, and father Is upstairs, groan- the earth from the sun varies with
l&
Ttf
inulal H1v1A Wfltfl tO IjVflLynn,
ance of abundance; an Incomparable ing with rheumatism In the legs."
the transparency of the atmosphere.
Mass. Your
Co. (confidential)
Medicine
E.
Pinkliam
will
what
assumed
can
be
gloss and softness, but
If this transparency
"Both legs?" asked Georgle.
be openwl, read and answered by u woman and held
will
letter
flr.e
days,
on
constant for two hours
"Yps, both legs."
please you most will be after Just a
in strict confidence,
the loss of the sun's heat In passing through it can easily be measured.
"Then I'll come In."
few weeks' use, when you will actualThis assumption was attacked on the baBls that it was not right In theory,
a
ly see a lot of One, downy hair new
But the members of the observatory force at once set to work to make
COFFEE WAS IT.
balr growing all over the scalp. Adr.
to
all
separated
Stop
widely
measurements
different
at
stations
of
and
observations
Facts.
People Slowly Lesrn the
atmospheric clearness, and elevr tlon.
SICK
CURES THE
Dinlomacy Is often a knlfo In the
how
And prevents others having- the disease no
"All my life I have been a slave to
S
bottle,
'
SO
expnaud.
aed
hands of the undoihand.
fl
eeie
coffee. I kept gradually losing my Uncle Sam
houaea.
sooda
turf
Information About Lightning
kelllce. All good druiriflata and
health, but I used to say 'nonsense, it
SI'OllX HBniCAL CO
Piles Cur1 In to 14 Hays BNT falls
a
go
during
thunderstorm,
yourself
indoors
don't
find
near
Otove
a
you
me.'
don't
hurt
I'AZO
ult
if
Cheaaleta aad Bacterloloslata, Geebea, lad V. 9. A.
IK
pnnlMa rmna Wind. Blmlin or I'rulrndiua
(icumIrtlrteepileelluiislveereUel. We.
"Slowly I was forced to admit the 1 It is dangerous. Keep away from the chimney; avoid the close vicinity
IHlaa.
On the Diamond.
Hawaii's output In pineapples this
truth and the final result was thut my of the telephone, and don't touch a screen door. This advice Is given by the
Dorothy You say it was their diaUnited States government bureau of year will be nearly ten million cans.
All the good novelists are rich In nervous force was shattered.
mond wedding?
standards, which , has published a
"My heart became weak and uncerImagination.
Marlon Yes; they were married in
Lightning Book, summing up the refrightened
and
that
action
in
its
tain
I
Safety First.
r
the baseball park.
sults of an elaborate Investigation It
me. Then my physician told me that
Knlcker Wlmt is tho best thing to
has made of the subject.
I must stop drinking coffee or I could
If you must knock, get out Into the)
If a house be struck by lightning, do In dealing with the submarine quesnevor expect to be well again.
lot before yon
middle of a
this authority says, there Is no place tion?
"I thought of Postum but could
swing your hammer.
Bockcr Well, we might dry up.
anywhere Inside of It that Is safe.
up the
give
myself
bring
to
hardly
la Crowing Smaller Every Day.
agent may peno-trat-e
The
coffee.
CARTER'S LITTLE
anywhere, rendering escspe Im"Finally I concludod that I owed it
LIVER PILLS
SIB WW
possible. But some placea, such as
siaaaeewea
to myself to give Postum o trial. I got
they
responsible
those above mentioned, are more dancarefully followed the
and
package
a
Dot only give reliet
gerous than others. Out of doors. In
directions, and what a delicious, nouriney permH- i:
In
the woods. Lightning may strike a
place
Is
the
you
a
thunderstorm,
safest
Do
was!
It
ishing,
rich
drink
nentlycureCaem mm
SW
know, I found It very easy to shift tree, but It Is not likely to be the one under which you have taken shelter.
reraiere pay tor their lead wilb oae year's crop
Stieaties. IX
most
circumstances,
hand,
you
thtng
foolish
the
such
under
On
other
the
lions u s t
Postum.
to
sd prosperity was aever se great.
from coffee
them for
A,
"Almost Immediately after I made can do Is to stand beneath an isolated tree.
Regarding Western Canada aa a grain
You can be absolutely safe In a thunderstorm only If you bury yourself
the change I found myself better, and
ladifestioa, Sick Headache. SaDaw Slum.
underground (as In a cyclone cellar), or get Inside of a cage of metal netimprovproducer,
on
by
kept
a prominent business man
went
I
days
as
the
SMALL Fill SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
ing. My nerves grew steady, I slept work. But right bere Is a very curious point of fact. A modern
says: "Canada's position today is
cage,
a
such
city
or
Signature
and
Is
building
lightin
"skyscraper"
effect
no
Just
needs
Genuine must bear
well and felt strong and
sounder than ever. There is more
Now tli 'i old nervousness Is gone'and ning rods because It Is lightning proof.
grain for feed, 20 more cattle than
more
oats,
more
wheat,
properly
rodded house. Such houses
Next best In respect of safety is the
I am well once more."
hogs. The war market in Europe needs
more
year
and
by lightning now and then, but, as It is reckoned, tber would be
last
struck
sre
up
give
pays
drink
that
to
the
It
our surplus. As for the wheat crop, it is marvelous and a monument of strength
acts on some like a poison, for health hit Just about fifty times as often If they had no rods.
for businessconfidencetobuild upon, exceeding the most optimistic predictions."
one
can
have.
greatest
fortune
Is the
came back, looked at the box, pushed
Smoker.
Russian
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
In 1915
Wheat
Some years ago an American busi- It toward his visitor and as be again
Creek, Mich.
anroom,
mora
remarked,
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"Have
In
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freight
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get
wishing
to
man,
ness
Postum comes in two forms:
port, approached other cigar." The American dropped
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form-m- ust
'In1
Russian
through
a
original
the
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Postum
EISJHTIINTH
CO.
rubles In the box, the Russlsn
the government agent with a request 50 more returned,
be well boiled. 16c and 25c packDENVER. COLO.
Prices are high, markets convenient, excellent land, low In price either Imlooked at the cigar
official
delivery
was
told
He
expedition.
for
age.
Addictions
Liquor and Drug
proved or otherwise, ringing from f 12 to $30 per acre. Free homestead
politely
remarked: "Your
might be made In somo weeks. The box and
Instsnt Postum a soluble powder
lands are plentiful and not far from railway lines and convenient to good
eared by scientific course of medicadon.
will be delivered tomorrow,
goods
have
must
protested
be
that
wacup
In
Americsn
of
hot
a
quickly
schools and churches. Tbe climate is healthful.
The only place in Colorado where the dissolves
those goods Immediately. "Have a sir." Wall Street Journal
Genuine Keelcy Remedies art admt:.iierea. ter, and, with cream and sugar,
For complete
There le so wer tes ea lead, ear Is there aay coaeerlpllea. deacripUve
illustrated
aa to brat kxatlona for aettlrment, reduced railroad rates and
a delicious beverage Instantly. 80c and cigar," said the Russian official, pushpopular
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auoenateodeat
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Both kinds are eoually delicious and leaving the
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live.
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1'U Clovis News
Nw.s Printing Company

Trm News has just received a
phiiimeiit of new type especially
do.ij?ned for circular and price
list work. We would be pleased
to figure your job for you.

Dr. W. B. Edwards

Don't be a Knocker
If your neighbor is prosperous
let. him prosper.
Do not growl

or grumble.
Say a good word for him and
Publishers.
let it go at that.
traveling men, who
the
When
Do not be a knocker.
at
office
post
t r intd ut the
good judges of busipretty
are
class
If you see that the city is movsecond
M.
as
Clovi.s N.
ness conditions in towns in their ing along nicely, feel good about
of
March
act
the
under
matter
trade territory are asked which it.
8. 1871).
are the BEST towns in the state,
Help thinks along.
they generally begin with Clovis.
Shove a little.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Deming, Albuquerque and so on
Push. Try and secure some
$1.00
One Year
Yes, Clovis is a of the benefit yourself.
50c down the line.
1t Months
good live town and it is going to
Do not stand around like a
be better. With a railroad pay cadaver.
Pcinmrui'ic in Politics roll of $75,000 a month and a Do not waste time feeling sore
trade territory of greater area because some fellow has a little
most towns in the state and more sand and sease than you
than
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
with a ereater population of have.
small stock fanners to supply
Do a little hustling yourself.
For Senator
with necessaries of life, is there
If you can say a good word say
We are authorized to announce anv reason to wonder why Clovis it like a prince. If you are full
the name of L. C. Mersfelder as is a good town and why it should of bile and disposed to say somea candidate for the State Senate, not get better as the county is thing mean, keep your mouth
closed.
from Curry county, subject to developed?
Do not be a knocker.
the action of the Democratic
prothe
about
asked
No man ever became rich and
party.
When
posed bond issue which the city happy minding anybody's busiFor Treasurer
will ask to bj voted at the next ness save his own.
No man ever helped himself
We are authorized to annouce election to be held in April,
George
Chalfant
a
as
Superintendent
R. E. Brown
up permanently by knocking his
necessary
and
was
Treas
neighbors down.
it
of
office
that
stated
candidate for the
Give it
least
to
Hive a kind word.
subject
take
would
at
county,
it
that
urer of Currv
a cent,
contemplated
cost
will
not
liberally.
the
Democratic
It
make
to
of
the
wishes
the
imyourself
one
improvements. Unless the
and you may want
tarty.
provements are made by this some day.
You cannot afford it. It will
fall he says that they will be
For Treasurer
the
discontinue
to
compelled
pay. There is nothing in it.
not
to
Th Npws is authorized
U even
and
you want to throw some
service
it
streetlight
If
J
of
candidacy
announce the
carry
the
can
thing ut somebody throw colSimpson Morgan for the office doubtful if they
been
has
as
it
out
service
ogne, or roses. Do not throw
of Treasurer of Curry County other
demand
The
past.
the
in
brickbats, or mud. If you must
done
subject to the wishes of the
greatly
has
and
water
liirht
for
kick go behind the barn and
Democratic party.
increased in the past few months kick vourself. For if you feel
overtaking the capacity of the that way you are the man that
For County Clerk.
plant. The News is ordinarily needs kicking,
We are authorized to announce
not in favor of anything that
But whatever you do, do not
the name of W. C. Zerwer us a would increase our tax rate, be a knocker.
candidate for County Clerk, sub- which we now consider exorbiBy watching the advertising
ject to the action of the demo- tant, but if it is absolutely columns of a newspaper we are
cratic party.
necessary, guess we will have enabled to know the exact con
r v
to submit to it.
dition of mercantile affairs and
For Sheriff.
the general prosperity or deThe News is authorized to anpression in the town where that
What is an Editorial?
nounce the name of S. D. Dean
paper is published. We can sit
Probably never before in the
as a candidate for Sheriff of
at our desk and pick out the live
the
subject
to
of journalism have edcounty,
history
Curry
business towns and the dead
action of the democratic party. itorials been more widely read, towns. There is no better index
which means, by the same token, to a town than its paper; it is a
never before have news- better criterion to go by, and is
that
Sheriff.
For
papers exercised so wide an in- considered so by sagacious men,
We are authorized to announce
The editorial is an ex- than a photograph, it is the en
the name of D. L. Moye as a fluence.
of
the newspaper's be- terprise of the inhabitants and
pression
to the
condidate for
To be of any
sentiment.
or
lief
not the size ot tne uuiiaings
office of Sheriir of Curry county
behind it
subject to the wishes of the value, it must have
that makes the town. Lubbock
reputation for fear- Avalanch.
paper's
the
party.
Democratic
lessness, truth and fettered inWithout these,
corruptibility.
Free Land
For Commissioner
the influence of the editorial is
Land open for filing 12 to 15
We are authorized to announce nullified before it reaches the
of
B.
Hawk,
L.
the name of
The newspa- miles from Railroad, for further
printing press.
Grady, N. M. as candidate for per's first duty is to give the information see W. F. Swartz or
f
Commissioner of Curry County news. Its second duty is to Phone 871.
fubject to the wishes of the comment on the news show toI attend confinement cases,
Democratic party.
ward what end the news is tend
ing, whether political, educa charges reasonable.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
For Representative
tional, social or religious, crystalThe News s hereby authorized ize the sentiment in its particuto announce the candidacy of lar community in regard to that BEST TONSORIAL WORK
Milton Reece for the office of tendency, and, finally, to give
AT THE
State Representative, subject to its own honest, unbiased opinion.
the action of the Democratic The editor's duty is a sacred
one, and he should be fully alive
Party of Curry County.
Crane & Williams, Props.
to its responsibilities. His opinestablished shop in the
ion on any subject should be Oldest
For Tax Assessor
Baths always ready.
city
given only after serious study,
anThe News is authorized to
but, when it is given, it should
nounce the name of Ambrose be frank and above board. No
Ivy as a candidate for
one else is bound to think as
to the office of Tax Assessor of the editor thinks, but the edi
Curry county, subject to the tor's opinions go down in black
action of tht- Democratic party.
and white and he ought to have White & Cunningham, Props.
All that the name signifies
good grounds upon which to base
While the east, west, north them. Those reasons, expressed
Sanitary in every respect.
and south was snow bound, water in the editorial, make it valuable.
Baths. Join our list of
bound and freezing, this section In fact the editorial stands or
customers,
of the state was being baked in falls because of the reasons it
sunshine and fanned by the sets forth showing how the
gentle breeze from the south. editor arrived at his opinion.
No where in the country is there The "fighting edit r" is usually
to be found a more ideal climate a man of deep thought oae who
LAND LAWYER
than right here in Curry County bases his opinions on solid founNew Mexico.
dations and is willing afterward
If you expect difficulty
to come into the open and fight
in making proof, let me
Several more candidates have for them.
during
past
week
the
announced
help you. Contest work
and the indications are that there
a specialty. Two years
Eggs For Hatching
is going to be a general scramble
Register of U. S. Land
Thompson's strain Barred
for office soon. The News will
Office. Eight years exannounce any and all candidates Plymouth Rocks, that Weight,
15,
perience as U. S. Comat the customary rates, regard- Lay and Pay. $1.00 per Vis-it
missioner.
less of their political affiliation. $2. 50 per 50, $4. 00 per 100.
our ranch or address
Get into the game boys. Those
Robt Byrnes, Havener, N. M. CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
who have tried it say it is great
M.
port.
Th.

$35.-00- 0

-

29-t-

Office 116

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

-

regu-regul-
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Arthur E. Curren

31-p- d.

1--

2

S. Main St.

Phone 146.
Residence Antlers Hotel.

R. R. DUNCAN

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.

Phone.89.
NEW,
CLOVIS.

M EX.

Depository for U. S. Postal Savings
State of New Mexico and
County of Curry.

Clark & Wilmeth
LAWYERS
the courts.

Will practice in all

Clovis,

N. Mex.

D. D.

ingin

Swear

of th. Arm of Dn. Praaley A Swaarlngln
of Roiw.ll

The Leading Financial Institution
in the Upbuilding of Clovis
and Curry County.

will be in Clovis cn 15th, 16th,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose

and Throat end Fittirg Glasses

FOR TOMBSTONES
See Miles & Harmon
We give high grade goods and

reasonable prices.
MILES & HARMON
Box 763,

OFFICERS

Clovis, N. M,

Physician and Surgeon

rmmifi IWSmi

Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postofiice

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
L. B. GREGG, A. Cashier.

S. J. BOYKIN, President
C. A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

Dr. J. B. Westerf ield
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Notice of Contest.

Notice For Publication

Department of the Inter! .r United Ktot
l.amf
Korr Sumner. N. Al., Jnniritry 17, IHIH.
T.-M.
'l it Kone
lor tvc.ird ri.l'lr.' it ofduvir-- ,
N. M.. Omtrw'm';
Voir an- ltr.'by nutili.il thru Nilm A. Itillint'
N. M. a
tun. wli.i iri.v
mum-ili.l cn lr,.... Mth. Mil. ft!,. In hi .,!!
!..t MiiarLiT. roc! ion 11 towrmliiP f.
e
Ii'. iluly f.irri.ti..r.tt. ni.lii-!it!ot- t
wn,
tu . ..nt.-itI' mnrliltan hat II! I
E. New Mixlt-finhl ftvu yar
.if vour 1..iii.-.i-i.- ..
ihr
of intention to make
u.
SitihI N.i. Oi;:i ') rnri.li- Mny Mth.
proof lu establish claim in the liin.l iruvi-.li'.' N. K.
lor
T.,wnhii .! N..
crihed before W. J. Cumin. V. X. '..im.i. I
M.
on
Kunri-.'ll
K.. N. M. r
anil t Krouni!n
aknwr ut Mn office in dovlit. N.
nll.-ifi
Ins
for
he
thnr huiJ iMitrv rian
th.. IMal lluy nf .M:ir..h I'l'ti.
,
Itntt
wltn.'.-"'-on tnnl Intnl.
Claimant nam'-- a
.
!i l
iin.l fus wholly aliarifl'itiiil KU..I tan-- l i,inrt- iln-N. Waits. John K. Wintfnll. Ju
Ja
M.
N.
of
Ctaiul.
of
1111.
nil
W.
Iliir iHanilHirac
You nr.-- .
fi.thi-i
It. IV IHmohoo. Iti i:it. r
riotili! Ihnt
will l.i" tnkon rn ronf.-m.ilan.l
Feb. l.i - Mar. I ;
your uii.i
try will In cnnri'll'sl tin roiin.lrr
Hith.ijt turth.r ntdir to Ik. ImiikI ,lthir
oliiri-otii.i
on iiiMitMil. if you fall to
thin olU-i-.
within
liuvH aft.T tht
lw.:nly
"lit" II
pulili.iitton
KJUKlll
of
t hi
riolltto
De l art ment nf tlm Inturlor, V. S. l.nn.l utile, aa
tih.iwn
nrmwpr.
unyutir
at Turumcarl. N. M.. February 14th.
der oath,
thi",!
to
.
Allen allcKalinna of fonti'Mt. roifpthr-- with ilu. prouf
Notic. ia hereby Kiven thai Ctar.nc.-GH. M.. who on Jan. 17. loin, mode thnt you have ww.
of
a copy of your anawf.r
SK1-section
Homeituad Entry. No. Olfflll. for
on thu riaid contfHlant
eithur in Hron. or by
M.
P.
Bast,
N.
II
Township
North. Uenr. 3'
n.ail.
hai filed notic. of Intention tu make
You thouttl .rat. in your atmwer th. nam. of
Proof, to eatabliah claim to the the poat oil n:e to which
llvo year
you dttttire futurw no
bcf.r. W. J. C.irn-n- . tiue. to be aent to you.
land above dcMribrd.
U. S. Commlruiionc-- in hia oinc. at Clovw. N.M.
A. J. F.vanh, Ri.ffitr.
on th. 22nd day nf Marrh. ll)l
Date of lira
publication
lull)
Jan.
"
" ai'cond
Craimnnt nam, aa wltntwuee:
Feb. 4, IHlti
" " third
Wlllard II. Klnir. Ira L. Coutlor, A. I.. Phillip,
"
II, 18IH
Feb.
N. M.
'
" fourth
ami S. A. McMahan. all of
"
Feb. In. lmil
a
R. P- - Itonohoo. ItcgLmr.
17
tlllM

Phone

Office

231

Residence

2C9

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER
Clovis,

New Mexico

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 300.
New Mexico
Clovis,
Office 103

1--

2

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone

Clovis, N.M.

16

U. S. Land Olllce
ltopurlmontuf lb ItiU-rioI'M ..
al Turumearl. N. M. February. It H 'I rimble.
Notice la hon.'iy kWimi tlmi Jf
1..
"'"
of Claud. N. M.. who. on Fvbruaty
no. M3.rn for -- th.
Hnmcatciul entry

Notice for Publication

l.

All Socialists are hereby notified that there will be a mass

meeting of the Socialists of
Curry County held in Clovis
Saturday March the 4th, lflKi,
for the purpose of nominating a
County ticket for the coming
election, and to attend to other
matters pertaining to the campaign. The meeting will be held
in the Yeoman Hall at 10 o'clock
a. m. All Socialists are urged
!3 4t
to be present.
J. W. Hunter.

Office Opposite Postofiice

M. Chapman

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
New Mexico.
Clovis,

Plumbing
Work,..

Notice for Publication.
Have your old sewing machine
repaired and made equal to new.
Expert repairing.
Geo. T. Wilson,

V. J. HIVELY

I have made special Btudy of
and disorders of women.
diseases
Let us figure on your work
I know them from A to Z Knowing the ailments make their
We cordially invite you to call
tf.
treatment easy.
and see the newest millinery
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
modes- .- Campbell's Millinery

It.

Shop.

0
Roasters and carving knives. J Jf J JlJ JlJ J J J J J
Barry Hardware Co.
If you have anything to sell or
trade, list with the Mansfield
We want your farm
Land Company. We will treat
loans, Can handle
f
you right.
them on short no
When down town shoptice.
t--

ping stop at Parish Candy
Kitchen for your luncheon.

See us at once!

Barry Hardware Co.

Union Mortgage Co.
ui

ji ji Jt a J

J

J

Und.

land above described, before W. J. Curren. U. 8.
CommiMloner, in hia oHIc at Clovia, N. M on
th. 19th day of February, 1916.
t'lilmant namea aa wltneaam:
Darrjr V. Winn, Cheater C. Mcltaa,
K. V.
Stotta and Coral K. Herrln, all of Havener N. M.

J

A. J. EVANS.

r.

18.

Notice for Publication
(114334

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Vucumcari, New Mexico. February Mth Mif,
Notice it hereby riven that Jamea A. 8mlth. of
Bellevtow. N. M who on March S4th
lu. mad.
Addtional Homeatrad Entry, No. 01484, for 8 -t
northeaat quarter. Section 4. Town.hlp 1 north.
Rann M eaat. N. M. P. Meridian, ha. filed notic.
of I ntanthm to make final fl
year Proof, to
eatabliah claim to the land above dewribed.
W. J. Cams. United State. CommtMioaar,
Clovia. Now Mexico, on the Mth day f
March Hit.
CUhnant name, aa wltneaeea:
Janua T. Trap. Pre.ton p. Trover. William
rreyer ami Sanford A. McMahan, all
ef Belle,
view. N. M. .
rltVM17
K.P. Donohoo,RealaUi;

at

The

heater and

cooking vessels.

Non Coal

Department of the Interior. I). 9. Land Office
at FortSumner, N. M.. January lOlh, ItllS.
Notice ia hen ny niven that Riley MrMullcn. of
Havener. N. M., who. on Jnnunry mil. lull
made Homsatead Kntry, No. irjlirj
fr be, 1.4
Section 10, Tnwnnhip 2 N., Ranic. .H B N. M. P.
Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to male.
Final three Year Proof, to eaUtbliiih claim to th.

JJI J

Money! Money!;

Irons,

Notice for Publication.
Deportment of the Interior. U S land office at
Ft Sumner. N. M.. Jan. rich. IUIH.
Nolle, ia hereby iriven that liiac II. ItraahiT
of. Claud. N. M wh i on Mar.-Int. l'.l; man.
Orlirlnal Hoinoiilnad Kntry No ill. Mull, SK 1.4 Sec.
4
R,
N.
R
t. T,
N, M . P. M. and on Oct. 2.1th.
3f
ItHR mad. Additional
Homcieiid Kntry. No.
Ql;l9 for N W
See. I and N K
Sec. 1. T. 4 N.
K.
K. N. M. P. M. haa filed notice nf Intention
o make throe year proof, to .atabliith claim to
th. lan l above dencribed before W. J. Curran.
United Statoa t'ommlaaloner
In hia riffle, at
Clovia, New Mexico on the 2t:th day of February
litltl.
Clalmnnt name, aa witneaKea:
Turner K. Deavo.irK. Horace W. Bell. Ueoni.
H. Paliiiaiw-rof Claud. N. M. Jnrnea I). I'mu
of Teaicn. N .M.
J,
IH.
A, J. Kvana. KeKi.tur.

Sec. Clovis Local.

For good, sanitary plumbing that will stand the test,
phonr 407

Electric

a..n.

Socialist Mass Meeting

Physician & Surgeon

.

UttW-e- ,

..

Dr. J. R. Haney

-

Clovis Barber Shop

The
First National Bank

Physician and Surgeon

j

I

?

IMPORTANT
..

ANNOUNCEMENT
I desire to respectfully inform the
Housewives of Clovis that I have
the Clovis Bakery on West Otero
street where I will conduct a strictly
r
first class bakery. I have been a
with the Fred Harvey System for
over five years, the last three here in
Clovis. I ana today making my bread
and pastry according to the Fred Harvey recipes and will serve you with
bread stuffs of the Fred Harvey standard of excellence at no increase in price
pur-chase-

d

head-bake-

We Guarantee Satisfaction

!

For sale at the better groceries in Honey Boy wrappers. You are entitled to
the best Ask for i- t- demand it.
Advance in Quality-- No

Advance in Price

!

THE CLOVIS BAKERY

Mr. Lewis and Mrs. Write
called at the Bombarger home
Sunday evening.
ProfThomas made a trip to
Clovis Friday.
Prof. Thomas' sister, of Texas
is visiting him this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Manning
and Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Stout
motored to Grady, Friday night
to attend the pie supper.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Stout, Miss
Jesse Harris and Arthur Hickman visited with Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Gable Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sheridan
made a trip to Clovis Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Manning called
at Mr. Gable's Sunday.
Mrs. Luther Garrett called on
Mrs. Dipsey Monday.
Wyley Giles and I. F. Harris
took dinner with Mrs. Robinson
Sunday.
Mr. Barkley visited with Mr.
Pelletier Sunday.

Now Is the Accepted
Time

All groceries are advancing but our method of
buying enables us to make the following attractive

PRICES
Moses Best Flour, per hundred

" "
30c
Plums,
" "
" Grapes
40c
...
'
"
" Apricots
45c
"
" Blackberries
45c
" Loganberries "
45c
"
'
'
35c
Golden Glow Apples
Golen Glow Red pitted Cherries $1.00
Blue Ribbon Gooseberries, per gal. T5c
Blue Ribbon Raspberries, per gal. 75c
per gal. 75c
Blue Ribbon Currants,
o0c
Brookdale Royal Anne Cherries "
Golden Glow Corn, No. 2 cans at ... 10c
25c
Imperial Club Corn, No. 2, 3 for
"

A good crowd was out to Sunday School Sunday and consider-

Lincoln Locals

Pleasant Hill Notes

Rev. Brown of Clovis preached
an interesting sermon Sunday
afternoon at the Lincoln school
house.
Sam Willis spent a few days
at the Burrus home.
Turner Deavours had a small
accident caused by him falling
off the seat of the vehicle on

Grain is being marketed at a
rapid rate. Thank God for the
past blessing.
Joseph M. Heinz has had considerable well trouble this week.
Philip Kays is erecting a new
house on his farm.
Rev. Taylor, of Texico, entertained the boys and girls of this
community, Friday night with a
grafaphone.
Mr. Kays was on the sick list
last week.
M. A. Colwell and sons, W. W.
Hungate and family, and T. C.
Gallagher were Clovis visitors
Saturday.
Our basket ball team played
Farwell Saturday and the score
was in favor of the latter.
A cattle buyer of Friona,
Texas, was locating some calves
in this locality last week.
Saturday night's "Prohibition
Program" was rendered with a
Prohibition
large audience.
speakers received a unanimous
vote of the judges in the debate.
We hope that our old Uncle
Sam will soon realize the great
destruction caused by liquor and
quit issuing licenses for the
manufacturing and distribution

which he was riding. The team
got scared and ran about a half
mile and the lines got wrapped
around the wheel which stopped
them. He luckily escaped uninjured.
Will Coyan spent Thursday
evening at the Palmateer home.
Prayer meeting was led Sunday night by C. H. Westfall.
A number of folks from Clovis
Sunday
preaching
attended
afternoon.
Mrs. Brasher's brother and
wife, of Cornish Miss., who
after spending a few days here,
returned home, accompanied, by
their mother, .vlrs. A. Houston.
Mrs. Mott's baby boy has been
in the sick list the past few
days
Miss Mildred Hork, Chester
and Creola Marks and Jim Roberts took dinner at the Bell
home Sunday.
of same.
Mrs. Burma and daughter,
Mr. Colwell. wife and one son
Ruth, spent Tuesday with Mrs. spent Sunday afternoon with
Ike Brasher.
Tern Gallagher and family.
A large number of our young
people
.were entertained at the
L-M
A
J
i
home of Miss Grace Hill's Sun-

able interest taken.
The people of this community
met at the new school house the
evening of Feb. 4th and organized a literary society, which is to
meet every other Friday evening and the first meeting was
Feb. 11th. A large crowd attended and a nice program was
rendered. The paper bears the
name of "The Twentieth Century Journal" and is read by
Mrs. Merrill. Everyone in the
community is invited to come and
take part.
Misses Mamie and Bessie
Houston took dinner with the
Vaughn family Sunday.
Mrs. Boone spent Sunday with
Mrs. Merrill.
Mr. Moss was a visitor at our
school last Monday morning.
s
A family by the name of
place
onto
moved
the
has
where the twin wind mills stood
years ago, and are sending two
children to school.

a Complete Line of
Druggists' Sundries
Perfumes Toilet Articles
Candies, Etc

We

l

Carry

We want your trade and you will
find our goods ist as represeuted.

City Drug Store
Main

St.

Clovis, N.

M.

1-- 2,

.

1--

1--

2

2

1--

2

1--

2

1--

2

1--

2

1--

f--

The Model Grocery
Fone 29.

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Hig-gin-

Blacktower Budget

(Crowded out last week)
the sick folks are on
the mend now.
J. E. Ledbetter family that
have been sick are getting better
now and have moved to their
home west of Blacktower.
Mr, Boydson is doing some
threshing around Blacktower
this week.
Our community is blessed with
new neighbors, every house is
occupied now.
Farms are selling at good
prices, all of which indicate
day.
Church services were held at prosperity and good times for
eleven o'clock in the morning New Mexico.
N. C. Bailey has moved to his
and eight o'clock in the evening.
Emery Colwell was a guest at farm, which he recently purthe Frank Martin home Sunday. chased from Sam J. Hobbs,
Mr. Chriswell has moved to
Grandma Kays mother of
Messrs J. II. and Philip Kays, his farm, which he bought from
Mr.
Locker
has had another serious collapse. L. W. Locker.
Hereford,
Texas.
moved
to
She is old and has been sick all
summer and fall. Her recovery
Field News
is doubtful.
(Crowded out last week)
The Kemper children, after
S. Sheffield and son Richard
HunJ.
Harry
some sickness, and
gate, after having considerable left the other !ay for Memphis,
Texas, on a visit with relatives.
trouble witb his eyes, have
school this week.
W. F. Stanton, of Kollis,
has been out on a visit
Mrs. Sam Kirby is rapidly imand looking over Curry county.
proving after long illness.
Dr. McClellan annoounced last He is pleased.
The Roach boys sold the reMonday that he would lecture on
Practical Physiology and Hy- mainder of" their beans at Melgiene at the next patrons' meet- rose for four cents per pounds.
ing. Supt. Bickley is also exBen Roach and son Creatis,
pected.
who recently came out here
Elvin Cone will leave for his from Tennesse, say that New
Mexico looks good to them.
home in Oklahoma this week.
Jeathro Roach with his family,
Remember our literary which
will
leave Tennessee for New
20.
Feb.
Saturday
night
will be
Mexico in a few days.
Everybody invited,
The people of this section are
Ruth Reporter
all busy hauling off their grain
The weather is fine and wheat and getting their ground in
is doing well.
shape for another pumper crop.
As evidence that A. F. Roach
J. L. Bombarger left last Tuesday for Shawnee, Oklahoma, and sons like Curry county they
on business, he will also visit now have over 2,400 acres of
Curry county land.
Sherman, Texas.
Most all

Okla-hom-

When you come to us you have the
assurance that your prescriptions
will be promptly and carefully compounded with fresh, pure drug.

"

10c
Yuba Tomatoes, No. 2
at
10c
Empson Champion Peas, No. 2
Fleming Cut String Beans, No. 2 .. 10c
10c
Empson Hominy, No. 2
cans
10c
Empson Kraut, No. 2
cans
Del Monte Peaches, No. 2
cans 20c
20c
Del Monte Loganberries, No. 2
20c
Del Monte Blackberries. No. 2
20c
Del Monte Plums,
No. 2
20c
No. 2 2
Del Monte Pine Apple
Get our prices on this splendid table
fruit by the dozen and case. It will pay
you to buy.
20c
Del Monte Preserves, 1G oz. glass
$1.00
Best Peaberry Coffee. 5 lbs for
Good Rio Coffee,
$1.00
7 lbs for
80c
10 lb. box Choice Peaches
10 lb. box Choice Prunes
95c
10 lb. box Choice Apricots
$1.20

Prices good for the next twenty days. It will pay
you to get our prices on groceries, we feel we are in
rro tn ao
rsMi mnnnir aii errrt

Yes We Have Moved

Into the spacious, well lighted
store room adjoining the A.
L. Gurley office opposite the
Southwestern Drug Store.
New Goods arriving every
day. Call and inspect our
New Coats and Suits. First
shipment in.

to

We Take Special Care
in Filling Prescriptions

$3.40

3.10
Purity Flour, per hundred
20c
Swift Premium Hams, per lb
30c
strip
by
Bacon,
Swift Premium
S. & S. Breakfast Bacon, by strip. 28c
3f.c
C. F. C. A. Peaches, per gallon.

Fairfield Facts

A. C. PAPPE, Prop.

I

a.

Look for the New Hats and
Dresses on Display!

..Osborne
to:

......

I

J

"4

j&

Wright.

r

NO

J. B. Coltharp, of Texico. was
a busines visitor here Thursday.

Of Course!
CONVENTION

!

CONARTY, Agent.
Bakery Changes Hands

Land Wanted

In Kuropo ptin'i" aixi nil Bhudp of
violet uru Htill mourning rotors and
Tuesday is special feature aro used by all chic women an a third
night at the Lyceum Theatre. mourning. ToucIiph a' purjiln with
See Henrietta Cresmon in "The black or while ur- ..uim times udud.
or all purple, or violoi. Tim moet. eleSupreme Test" in five acts.
gant third mourning, however, in all
purple or nil violet, Just na It In all
Honey
Boy
Bread
Demand
black or while for the firm, then black
Fred Harvey standard of excel- and white for the aecond. Even in
mourning, velvet, no mutter of
lence,
tf third
what color, in quite out of the fold for
Four pounds of bulk ginger gowns or even for tint. Anil to the
very last dny of mourning Couth: rs are
snaps for 25 cents.
tabooed.
Model Grocery, Fone 2U.
Aa to the periods of mourning, the
length of time vuriea in different counGarage.
Jones
Highway
The
tries from one to three years. The
and Lindley owners, moved first timo of mourniui:. If it Ih Hincure
of the week to their big new mourning, should be left entirely to
person bereaved. It Is, however,
garage building on Main street the
safe to say one year of deep mournjust north of the Model Grocery. ing for a husband or parent, u year
This building is built of brick, of rocoik) mourning and a year of
the proprieties.
is r(fi by 140 feet and is one of violet would fulfill cut
down to all
Each period can be
the best buildings of its kind in months if u person Ik depressed or
this entire section of the coun- feels that o year and u half Is sufficient. In Kurope, now that there ta
try.
so much sadness and almost no somodern ciety, those who are in mourning go
Room and Board,
quite, as much as the few wbn
tf. about
house 220 N. Sheldon St.
are not sorrowing. Otherwise thorn
J. V. Boyle.
would be no one to till the few theaters open, or to keep the life of ths
4 good work horses for sale, ; It it's In motion.

This week A. P. Pappe, bought
Will buy one or two deeded
or
Curry
Clovis Bakery on West Otero
in
the
juarter Hect.ins
Mr. Pappe was the head
write
street.
don't
Counties:
Raosevelt
unless you can offer a bargain; baker with the Fred Harvey
lfive full description and price in System for about Ave years, cheup. Inquire
35 4t which is a good recomendation.
first letter.
Brown Furniture Co.
I. II. Croyles,
showed his good
Shepard
J. H.
Plainview, Texas.
Card of Thanks
and good faith in the
judgement
We desre to express our singreat future of Clovis by purcere thanks to the kind neigh- chasing a splendid residence
bors and friends who assisted us
here the latter part of last week.
and
in our late bereavement
Mr. Shepard said: "When I came
especially for the beautiful! to Clovis four months ago, I had
'
floral o:!erir gs. for our Son and
no idea of staying here longer
Brother.
than the close of school, but the
Mary A. Stewart,
futurt of the town looks so good
Mrs. inward Dillon,
to me that 1 just couldn't resist
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkie Carter.
in some

ACHES!
Aches are the

father of

grouches.
Grouches produce ill temper and irritableness. and
these hasten you to your
grave.

m

I
I

For a very little we sell
remedies that kill the aches
as soon as they appear.
Is your health, your happiness, your life, worth this
small investment?

The
City Drug Store
The new store on South
Phone 1C2.
Main St.

30C

De-

II. Bell.

The Panhandle and Southwestern Association meets there from March 7th until
March 10th, and the "Santa Fe" will give
you the service and the rate. Low rate
tickets on sale March 4th to 7th, inclusive
with return limit of March 13th. Ask
about it at the office, or telephone 156.

L. R.

Tim for Wearing Garment! That
note 8adne( la Largely Left to
the Individual.

Buy you a misfit suit and save
several dollars.

You are Going to Albuquerque
to help swell the crowd at the

CATTLEMEN'S

SET RULE FOR MOURNING

the temptation to invest
real property."

J. M. Cox, of Grady, was here
under medical treatment, this
week.

Pocket knives and razors.
Barry Hard were Co.

Open Soon. -- Dry Good9, CloWanted -- Second hand office
desk cheap for cash. Phone KS. thing. Shoes. New Store, New
Goods and New Prices. In bldg
ltpd.
Charley Hart, the big cattle formerly occupied by Ladies'
D. G. Co.
man of Portales, was in Clovis Toggery. Jackman
on business Thursday.
For Sale Span of good young
horses,
also good young mare.
At the Lyceum, Wednesday,
Kirby. 721 R. Grand,
T.
C.
23rd will he shown Edwin Arden
Clovis, N.M.
tf
Mask."
Gray
in "The
Misfit suits, pants, odd coats
J. T. Alley, of Locust Grove
community, was on our streets and veHts. Bargains at
H. Bell's.
Thursday.
For sale: Good Jersey milk
Demand Money Boy Bread
with young heifer calf.
excelof
cow
standard
Harvey
Fred
Cash or terms. J. H. Shepard,
lence.
Clovis N. M.
Tom Davidson and brother
Sumner, were transacting busiIf you need glasses I can tes
Thursday.
your eyes then you can get your
ness in Clovis
in Clovis at about
I can fix your clock for $1.00. glasses here
price
a specialist would
half
the
Geo. T. Wilson, Expert Repairer
same.
for
the
charge
Iiar Clovis National Bink.
R. Gibson.
H.
Dr.
41
Phone
t--

f.

GOLD FOR INFECTED

An Offer That's A
BARGAIN !

or fails to keep correct time,
we can repair it RIGHT !

WE ARE AGENTS FOR

Hamilton, Elgin and
CrD
Everything New and
-I-

Paso Morning Times
(English or Spanish Edition)

by Mail

One Year

$3.90
1A
h DON'T DELAY

special Bargain offer from February 2nd to February 29th. A saving of
vear's subscription if you take advantage of this Great Offer!

--

v4

--

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
Ki

"1

V' " JO
-

.iJsn

,

THE

LINE!

CrD
" THE

"

BEST FOR LESS

Denhof Jewelry Company
301

Surgeons
by
French
Experiments
Hivo Demonstrated Its Value
During the Recent War.
Injections of colloidal gnlil are being used In France with great success
in the treatment of the InfucteJ
wounds which have been so plentiful
Accm-diuto u
In tin' present war.
recent number of the Kevin- Scictv
lifiquo .MM. Omen and Holland have
thus treated a series of wound In
which the phenomena of Infection persisted after surgical treatment.
The gold was administered by the
Intravenous method U or cubic ci ti
tlmctom by intramuscular jeincUin
tup to iiO cubic centimeters i. or e.ev
by injertl'ins in the peripheral one of
the Infected region.
The gold Is Miid to give the best re
suits in huge iriiimiatisms of the
limbs, with infection by nniierr.Uij
species (septic vlhrioiis uud r.:pi .iul
The. efforts of the
ly pnrfrli.gensi.
In
treatment are less satisfactory
1::
cases of pyogenic infection.
cases of woirids penetrating the uli
dooifiii. the authors have Hiiceesafully
employed colloidal gold as a preventive of the Infection.
Intravenous injection Ik formally indicated when it Is desirable to obtain quick action and when the subject is in a state of hypertension. On
the contrary, when the subject Is depressed and in a state of hypotension,
the Intramuscular method Is
-

Teit Birds' Homing Capacity.
The homing capacity In terns has
been the subject of interesting experiments by Prof. J. It. Watson and Dr.
K. S. Lashley ut Hlrd Key, Dry
under tho auspices of the CarHirds were caught
negie Institution.
in their nesting places, tagged, marked
with paint on head and neck, and carried in large cages to a distance,
whereupon they were liberated and
watch was kept for Iheir return. It
was found that "the noddy and sooty
torn can return from distances up to
of all
I.UoO uilleg in the absence
landmarks, at least so fnr as the term
'landmark' Is understood at present."
A return from he open sen was found
tu be effected us readily as from a
lilrds relumed
place on the coast.
from Galveston, from t'upe llatteras,
from Havana, etc. In these ruaea,
however, a certain percentage did not
The report on these experireturn.
ments discussed various proposed explanations of (he homing capacity In
birds, without, reaching any conclusion. Scientific American.

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
"Inventions needed."
Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly.
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charge of
the U. S. Patent Office.
Book on patents. "Hints to inventors."

"Why some inventors fail."

GREELEY & MANURE
IJICOnPOHATKD

C.

WASHINGTON,'!).

U-R-N-

Union Barter Shop

EXT

R. H. SNELINGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!

THE CURREN AGENCY
Fire Insurance
Let us write your Surety Bond
Pbont 32 in

Automobile Forms.

Antlers Hotel Building, Clovis, N. M.
m

Tor-tuga-

I
,

Cost of Composing Opera.
Massenet dreaded the lirst performance of his onerus so much that ho
usually left the city and hid until they
were over. In a rerently published
book, "Souvenirs do la Vie do Theatre,'' rinrre llerton tolls of meeting
him the night before the production of
his "Flol de Lahore,'' and congratulating him on the success that was sure.
He was astonished at the weary, mnl
nnrlioly attitude of the composer.
"Massenet silently took off his hat,
a;id pointed with his finger at his
hair It was freshly silvered, to ,ny
surprise, for we were then both young
"en. And he suld to me, "See what It
coats to bring out an opera!"'
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"SPEED UP!"

J

to CJ minutes an hvur
by td.injthe "zrind"
out of typewriting !

AND smih I For here tit lact h the master
machine that rmkes it ea:y for any steno-- 1
rnnVipr in turn nnt WOniR Litters with LKSS
effort In ihs ordinary working day. The new
xlel "10" speeds up the day's
Royal Master-work and sets the pace t':::t pays!
Built for "Bis Business ' and its

i'

M

Great Army of Expert Operator
These new icaturcr, of the Koyal add to the
sensitive finrtrs of the typist, the one vital thing
typewriter subtracts speed!
that the
vi'.h brains behind it the y
The
speed of tho e:.pert typist in the day's work.
Errorless speed is the kind of speed that counts.
Commonsensc has punctured the illusion of the
c;kl-iiy-

sy--

ie

all-da-

td

other kind.
Get iha
&nJ

Fads t

Royal

for

pr!e.

Or wills U3 cirect
our new bio- -

Seroie,"axul

book

of focts on Tone
Typing utMUoaio

iyPwrit

$IQ0 .C.ii..H,-M-

f'vt
if''' VfL&'f'--

'

J,

us....

ROYAL TYPEWRITER

jf'"'I.'--

'

?
5i

f.PSi

-

'
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COMPANY

Mc D. Nobles, Far well, Texas

h

f$

-

p.

T'jmrl

fton

fur

i

A.

N

JEWELRY

I

El

Watches

Waltham

Women Construct War Machine.
An exhibition of tho work women
ure doing to roplace the men who are
at war is being held in Kensington,
Kngland. All that Is list In women's
industry Is shown, including what
done in the homo, In tho munitions
and Red Cross work and women's ability to provide new careers for others.
One woman, a consulting engineer,
demonstrates how the welding of certain parts if the aeroplane is done by
women. Careful and responsible workers arc necessary, tor the safely of
the aviator depends on the women's
work. In (llnsgow the women are Instructed In tram driving at tho corporation school so that as male emtheir
ployees leave for enlistment
places may be lllled quickly.

Sweeping Reduction in the Subscription Price of the Southwest'
One Big Newspaper for Bargain Offer Period Only!

GUARANTEE OUR WORK

WE ABSOLUTELY

WOUNDS

I

If

When Your Watch Goes
Dead

S'fci4
'A

n

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY
MMBk. Clovis Lodge A. Rand

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL
S.

J. Hobbi, Owner and Prop.

':y--

Good, Clean Rooms and Beds. First Class
Dining Service.
Prices Very Reasonable.

West Grand Ave.

Clovis, N. M.

ay ,

...

R. L. Pryor, W. M.

West Grand Avenue.

Clovis Phone 392.
WAREHOUSES

CLOVIS.

No. 1244.
Fritz

B. Herod,

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday
i
it
wooamen
nan.
in tir

Luke Morton, C. C.
Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

--

night

FARWELL.

k

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

Clovis Council Praetorians

PAID FOR HIDES

-

WALKER'S MARKET

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

No.
MARKET PRICE

PORTALES.

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
- Prices.
Ca Phone 29.

W. O. W. No. 36.
'M
iTl

-

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Secretary.

Next door to McFarlin's

HOUK BROS. Props.

MELROSE.

-

The Model Grocery

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.

14.

Star Market
HIGHEST

Antlers BIdg.

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

John Prichard. E. R.
27.

Phone 32.

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

Manager Clovis Cemetery

Phone

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesdav nitrht
ai Masonic Han.

J. P. Denny. N. G

Undertaker & Embalmer
Night Phone

A. M., No. 40.

-

mSM Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F A. L. Gurley Go.

G. V. STEED
Phone 38. Day

The Curren Agency
INSURANCE

770.

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Res
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickle, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
"satisfaction guarantekd or your
refunded"

KODAKS,

money
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS.

IVORY,

ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

Tjm

pf

f?JJL

Telephone 58.

Stare

W. II. IHTKWIIIM II, Owner.
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

All Car Owners
Know This Garage
We Do All Kinds of Repair Work
We overhaul your car when it gets
cranky and guarantee all magneto and
work.
We save you money on tires and other
supplies by paying the transportation
charges ourselves.
self-start-

er

WE ARE FULLY EQUIPPED FOR
ALL KINDS OF AUTO WORK.

Mission Garaore
W. KING, Prop.

D.

DSSESflBBBB

SSBEZSBEKKEt!

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

PLUMBING

UP-TO-DA- TE

!

s
We have with us a
plumber from
AH work strictly guaranteed.
Roswell.
firsl-clas-

WE SELL THE LKADINd MANUf ACTURKKS

Cahill Iron Wks.,

N.
Co.
Kahler

0.

GOODS:

Nelson Co.,

SEE US AND SAVE MONET

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop.

...Our Man Aboci Town...
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Mrs. J. B. Bills is quite ill
Hamilton, Wednesday, February this week.
9th. a 10 pound girl.
Don't forget Campbell's MillinJ. H. Shepard will preach at ery shop for new spring hats
the Union Church next Sunday
Sam Randall Sr., of the Locust
at 11 a. m.
Grove community, was trading
Four pounds of bulk ginger in Clovis Monday.
snaps for 25 cents. Model GroJudge G. L. Reese of Portales
cery Co. Fone 29.
was attending to legal business
Dr. D. L. Connell and family in the city Tuesday.
returned Wednesday from St
Hats that sparkle with style
Louis.
and originality sold by Campbell
J. A. McFarlin has bought the Millinery Shop, just across from
Busby stock of groceries and Lyceum.
outstanding accounts.
Percolators and Casseroles,
Many Curry county people are
Barry Hardware Co,
going to the Cattlemens conMrs. J. G. Campbell returned
vention at Albuquerque next
Monday
from St Louis, where
month.
she bought a nobby line of hats
Demand Honey Boy Bread -- and spring millinery.
Fred Harvey standard of excelMoney you will save by havlence,
tf ing your watch repaued
by J. M.
Charley Melton, of Belen, was Hook. Why pay more?
tf.
in the city' the first of the week
stylish,
New
line
new
of
on business and also visiting his
spring hats just arrived at Miss
father-in-laW. W. Howell.

Turner's Millinery.
m xj t- :t
i
j. ?, xeagaii turn tlauiii; l
iiuvei
dug, ha? scar under one eye and
again decidedjto cast their lot in
answers to the name of "Jipie" Clovis
after an absence of a
$5.00 reward. - Phone 400.
It. couple of years or longer, during
In last week's issue of the which time they have resided in
News an error was made in California. We join their many
stating Mrs. Shumate had pur- Clovis friends in welcoming
chased the Busy Bee Cafe. It their return.
should have read the confectionIt's time to think of that new

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
All Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Phones 85 and 152.
P. O. Box 544.
Clovis, New Mexico.

!

I

Kill
IF YOU ARE PERPLEXED
Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PROBLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR UMSTITU-TIOare extended to everyone.

N

Corne In

We Want to Meet You

Lost! A pure white Esquimo

ary formerly known as Mason's hat. Let us help you select it.
Confectionary."
Campbell's Millinery Shop.
It
-Open Soon. Dry Goods, CloDemand Honey Boy Bread-F- red
thing, Shoes. New Store, New
Harvey standard of excelGoods and New Prices. In bldg. lence,
tf
formerly occupied by Ladies'
Superintendent F. J. Evans
Toggery. Jackman D. G. Co.
was in Albuquerque the first of
T, G. Bolls, of Haskell, Texas, last week as a witness in a trial
came in with his family Satur in which a Mexican laborer is
day and ao is well pleased with suing the Santa Fe for $5,000
Curry county that he has decided damages alleged to have been
to make this his future home. sustained while in the employ of
Wise man this.
the company at Belen.

Glovis National Bank
'THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

I

I The

Central Meat Market!
Houk, Keown and Wood, Props.

Fresh and Cured Meats
ss5s& of all kinds. tZJ
Fresh Fish, Oysters and
Produce.
Phone No.

7.

Next Door to Postoffice.'

TWELVE

DISTINCT CLASSES OF CHICKENS

ill
OR

THE CLOVIS NEWS

If HE IKE,

GAS

SIMM

BIXBY ONLY SMILED

Pape's Diapepsin ends
an stomacn misery in live
minutes.

Time it!

Do aoma foods you eat hit bac- ktaste good, but work badly; ferment
Into itubborn lumps and cause a sick,
our, gassy stomach T Now, Mr. or
Mrs. Dyspeptic, Jot this down: Pape's
Dlanenaln dlaests everything, leaving
nothing- to sour and upset you. There
never was anything so safely quick, so
certainly effective. No difference now
badly your stomach la disordered you
-

will

nanny relief In five minutes.

ret

but what pleases you most Is that it
strengthens and regulates your stomach so you can eat your favorite foods
without fear.
You feel different aa soon as "Pane's
Diapepsin" comes In contact with the
'
stomach distress lust vanishes your
1
1
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no belch- Ins;, no eructations or undigested rood,
MaaasseaesasjsiseeMHBja
no now. make the best Investment
mmiuumiiiiimiiiiiih
you ever made, by getting a large fifty- Wyandotte.
cent case of Pape s Diapepsin from any
Columbian Wyandotte, Whits Leghorn and White
etnre. You realize in Ave minutes how
poor
mothera
make
temnerament.
but
ry RUPEP.T U STEWART. New Mexneedless it Is to sudor from indiges
meat
College.)
As
clumsiness.
ico State
because of their
tion, dyspepsia or bad stomach. Adv
"
very
popular
not
"What Is the best breed of
producers they are
Thla la a question that Is bo hnpausa thev are heavy eaters; they
For Future Reference.
way
by
worda
few
are however. good as heavy roaatera.
often asked that a
Miss Ribbons (the typist ) What
of explanation might not be amiss.
The Brahmas are the most popular are you marking that baseball sched
In the first place there la no auch breed of this class.
ule with a bluu pencil for, Adalbert?
thing as "the best breed" for all loih American class, which Includes
Adalbert (the office hoy) Oh! i n
cations and conditions. There are ao the Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes and
fixin' de dates when me granmud
lea'
many things that entor Into the selec- the Rhode Island Reus,
mil is a dor's an' arandfndder's funerals Is
can
one
fowls
that
of
breed
of
a
reasonably
tion
class, having
readily seen how utterly impossible an good production and excellent meat goin' ter take place.
general
a
ao
to
la
answer
accurate
qualities. They are uaruy, attractive,
THE PR0FE8S0R'S STATEMENT.
question.
and have good tnutorlul qualities. The
some
are
In the second place there
pivmmith Rocks are the most popular
Prof. Aug. F. W. Schmltc, Thomas,
twolve distinct classes of chickens, breed generally, but all of the three
Okla., writes: "I was troubled with
and In each class there are from three breeds in this claBs aro ol wme
years
Backache for about twenty-fivto alx breeds, and these breeds dividThe Orpington breed
I bad Brlght's Disease Id
When
told
ed Into from six to twelve varietlea.
the
to the English class but has
its last stages,
Each class, breed, or variety has some nnma irnnnrnl characteristics as the
tried Dodd's Kid
well
particularly
It
make
points that
breeda in the American class.
ney Pills. Aftet
adapted to the purpose for which It
In
The Mediterranean closs
using two boxes 1
la Intended. And right here lies the
he I.rclioriiB. Anconas, Minor
was somewhat reImportant point In deciding upon the
Spanish, Andaluslans,
lieved and I stopkind of poultry to keep. First of all cas, llamburgs, distinctly the egg
This la
ped the treatment
SMr"
decide whether you are to ralBe chlck-en- a n
V
are ar.tlve, proline,
In the spring ol
for eggs, meat, or both, and your laying class, and
but very
nervous, small,
the next year 1
problem Is more than half solved.
Leghorns are the
had another at- There are three classes of chickens hardy. The White
Prof. Schmitz.
nmmlnr variety In this class.
tartr I want for
nin
that the farmer needs to consider In They
egg of medium size Dodd's Kidney Pills and they relieved
lay
white
a
Hock,
viz.:
farm
electing bia
production
period of
me again. I used three boxes. That
(a) Asiatic class, including the and reach the
any other class of birds is now three years ago and my BackBrahmas, Langshans, and Cochins, nnrlier than
the White Leghorn
which are large in frame, rather In other words, practical egg laying ache has not returned In Its severity,
and by using another two boxes a litcoarse and fairly clumsy, somewhat hen is the most
tle later on, the pain left altogether
iinnrrwlni'tlve exceedingly broody in machine that we have today.
and I have had no trouble since. You
may use my statement. I recommend
BUST
HENS
LAYING
Dodd'a Kidney Pills when and wherBUYERS DISLIKE SCALY LEGS KEEP THE
ever I can." Dodd's Kidney Pills, 60c
Toenails Are 8el per box at your dealer or Dodd's MediUnsightly Disease Renders Plumpest Fawla With tona
dom Good Egg Producers Keep
cine Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
of Chickens Difficult to Sell-G- rass

nnitt

ill
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During the opening week of the
Scientific congress, Just
at the time when the delegates seemed
to be endeavoring to Impress one another with the fact that they wore
clothes, a Brazilian enEuropean-buil- t
gineer mounted the platform at one of
the meetings. He was a
man. with trousers that cut the air
yacht,
like the prow of a million-dolla- r
a fine "wesscut" and an air of grandeur. Furthermore, he had the manners of a Persian prince, and bowed
to General Blxby, who was chairman,of
".
as if it were a coronation instead
it
..thorinv in hoar a discourse on tho
amniint of mud that Will collect in
rainy season on the upper Nlmpopo
or some other South American straw.
The splondldly tailored one uttered
a few soft 8panlsh phrases to General
Hlxby, who bowed in return and utnothing. Thin the general hand-tered
,. nraiilinn a naner. It should
- to .be read hadu- first been handed in to
be explained that all of the papers
.
- Mnn.laa oprlvnu
at the
oy on
one
aeau
mem
oui
7 '
the chairman, who
read
he
but
puzzled,
a
bit
looked
He
began
read.
to
platform. The speaker
cougn-Inon In beautiful Spanish. Then he stopped, like an automobile engine
once
on a cold day. He glowered, rumpled his forehead, gathered speed
again.
more, and read on. Then ho stumbled over his words and stopped
and
Then he read a few lines. Finally he placed the paper on the table
Spanish.
began to explain something In rapld-flras it
He was directing his remarks to General Blxby. who made motion some
acquiescing In everything the gentleman said. The Brazilian talked
rigni,
more, and General Bixby bowed and smiled as If everything were all
Brizlllan,
the
do
for
not
did
But
that
day?
and
all
that.
and wasn't It a nice
lire more
who slapped his paper excitedly with his hand and bogan to
SpanUh.
spake
Budlcnca troge a uu person with a loud voice, who
.
as follows:
wrong paper, and
The trouble Is. general, that you have given him the
he Is trying to tell you about It."
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Delicious,
thines to eat at our house.
biscuits,
doughnuts,
tempting
tender,

.
never seen a bake- caxes anu
aium.
Jay failure witn
ays it's the only Baking Powder that
insures uniiuuu inum.
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HE IS GENERAL NEWTON

1

fl

"Fewer cases of Insanity are being received in the asylumj and hospitals of Russia today than before the
war, notwithstanding the
experiences which Lundreds ot
thousands of people of tnat country
have gone through durli.g the past
year. This Indicates to niy mind that
prohibition has been a great thing
for Russia."
This statement was made by Dr.
Philip Newton, formerly a hospital
physician of Washington, now a briga
dier general In the medical orancn oi
the Russian army, when on a recem
vlBit to his home.
Doctor Newton went to Russia
1;'
in September, 1914, s a Red Cross
surgeon. When the Red Cross with
the country
drew its surgeons
he offered bis services to the Rus
In addition to be
sian government.
'
&
Easy.
ing commissioned with a rank equiv
...
Mrs. Jones What would you give alent lO
unguium
a dog to prevent Its barking at night? this country, he was decoruted with the order of St. Anne, a oecoraiiou B
Mr. Smith Give It away.
Whila in rharae of a Red Cross hospital in Kiev, uocior newwu
in love with Prlncf.sa Bubahorskaya or roirograa. wno nau
In January of 1915, but the young noblewoman
married
They
nurse.
wei
a
BILIOUS, HEADACHY, U1UU
mniilriai lata
JI.J (Illtm IUWIIIW
i.va.
Prior to coming bac k to this country Doctor Newton was in cnargu ui u
of tho Sixth
large hospitul at Petrograd. Ills division, the Second division Waraaw,
was
, wi,i,.ii a. aimnHt wined out durlnK the retreat from
withdrawn from the front in order to fill its depleted ranks.

4f

Range Helpful.

disease,
poultry
The unsightly
known as scaly legs, is exceedingly
Injurious to the marketability of chickens, making them objectionable Bights
to buyers. Moreover, it Is aatremely
contagious, one diseased fowl being
enough to Infect an entire flock in
short order. This information should
be especially interesting to South Carolina poultrymen, since the extension
poultry husbandman of Clemson college Btates that he has seen more of
disease in this state than
the scaly-leanywhere else he has ever been.
The disease appears only on the
legs of fowls and is caused by the
ravages of a mite which bears the
name sarcoptes mutatis. It is more
likely to be found where fowls are
kept in a small yard or on the bare
ground. A good grass range is helpful in overcoming the disease.
To treat scaly legs, thoroughly
cleanse the legs by washing with hot
water, soap, and a handy brush. Dry
them and Immerse them in a solution
of eaual Darts of coal oil, (kerosene)
and cottonseed oil. Treat the fowls'
legs in this way twice dally for a few
days and then once daily until the
hanks resume their natural
GOOD TREATMENT

FOR COLDS

or Difficult Breathing of
Fowl May Be Doctored With Lard
and Turpentine.

Wheezing

Before you shut up the poultry
in bad
weather, listen for any chance wheel
ing or difficult breathing,
it you
hear anything ct the kind locate the
(owl Immediately and put It by Itself
In some well sheltered nook. Never
leave a fowl of this kind with the
whole flock.
Colds are catching in fowls as well
aa man. A first good doctoring with
warm lard mixed with half turpentine,
and a little coal oil added, will often
be all the doctoring needed to rout
the wheezing or rattling.
For a grown fowl give a teaspoonful
of this three times the first day and
grease the throat outside with the
ame preparation.
h mi ha for the nleht. especially

Birds in Condition.

BEST RESULTS FROM LAYERS
Wisconsin Expert Recommends Ani
mal and Ground Food, With Generous Supply of Green Stuff.

results.
Very Few Sick Fowls.
The poultry breeder who studies the
condition of his fowls and gives them
comfortable surroundings Is the man
who uooMds and haa very (

fowl

- Tar Wiaaar
6 Passenger, Gray &
Davis. EleatrlaLlrhti
and Starter. 25 H. P.
--
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f y itXjJ

Orrairathlllpllnibrr; SB lo SO diIIm on I galloa
KUQ ill tit 111 oua art of lire",
gnllii.BpffHlomptrr,
one man multlr inp, l(S
In. wheal
3i:4 Inch Urn, weight I AO
pomiili. MKTZ D',lrlliutnn for Colorado,
Nen Meileo, Wjrooilug awl Weauro Nabraalta.

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
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1636 Broadway

cleanse your liver and
sluggish bowels while
you sleep.

Gently

box.
Get a
Rick headache, biliousness, dizzi
ness, coated tongue, foul taste and foul
hrenth alwavs trace them to torpid
liver; delayed, fermenting food in the
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in tne in
testines, Instead of being cast out
into the
of the system Is
blood. When this poison reaches tne
delicate brain tlssuo It causes con
gestion and that dull, throbbing, sick
ening headache.
Caacarets immediately cleanse tne
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take tne excess
bile from the liver and carry out all
the constipated waste matter and
poisons In the bowels.
will sureiy
A Cascaret
atraiehten vou out by morning. They
box
work while you sleep a
from vour drucclst means your neaa
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
and bowels regular for months. Adv.

Conk
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to Get It.

Slowltt How do you find trade?
Swlftleigh I don't And it at alL
advertise for it

"Animal food, ground food and a
ITCHING, BURNING SCALPS
generous supply of green stuff pro
duces the best results for laying
Readily
fowls," says J. O. Hal pin, bead ot the Crusted With Dandruff Yield
to Cutlcura. Trial Free.
poultry department ot the University
ot Wisconsin.
Cuttcura Soap to cleanse the scalp of
says
An experienced poultryman
that when hla hens and chickens have dandruff crustlngs and scallngs, ana
bad access to charcoal he haa never Cutlcura Ointment to sooth and heal
bet-ta- r
had a case ot bowel trouble In his Itchlngs and Irritations. Nothing
economical
mora
than
surer
or
flock.
emollients for hair
these
and acaln troubles of vounc or Old.
Watch tar 8lluht Colds.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Keep a sharp look out for "slight
colds." Give light doses of epsom Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. U,
salts in mash or In drinking water. Boston. Sold everywhere. AdT.
Make sure of dry floors and litter,
An Awful Feeling.
plenty of air, but no drafts and lei
would yon feel It you
How
She
the sunshine In!
found I wasn't true to TOU?
He I'd feel tor my cigarette ease.
Fancy Eons.
Egga are "fancy" when fresh, clear
Many a man asks questions merely
and full bodied; when shells art
sound, clean, bright and of uniform for an excuse to answer them him
color: when they weigh 14 ounce ol self.
more to the dozen. It pays to pro
Some people know toe much to bt
duct and market fancy ergs.
Hots anything.
y

CHURCHILL AS A SOLDIER
Winston Churchill, who retired
from the British cabinet to resume the
army life which he lovxs, has been
advanced to the rank ot major. Aa s
boy, Mr. Churchill was fond of military
study. His chief recreation In his
Harrow days was fencing. He won
the school's championship, and passing from Harrow to Sandhurst he entered the Fourth Hussars. He Joined
his regiment, the Queen's Own Oxfordshire Hussars. Mr. Churchill has had
experience In five previous campaigns.
Ha served with the 8panlsh forces
In Cuba, then with tha Punjab Infantry with the Malakand Held force,
being mentioned in dispatches, after
wards as orderly to Sir W. Lockbart
In the Tlrah expeditionary force, and
Lancers
htter with the Twenty-firs- t
In the Sudan, taking part In th faOmdurman.
mous charge
In the South African war ha was

Vacation.
What Is your definition of a

j

SIRUP 0 F FIGS FOR
A CHILD'S

BOILS

It is cruel to force nauseating,
harsh physio into a
sick child.
jnrV hark at vour childhood days.
Remembor the "dose" mother Insisted
on castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
How you hated them, how you fought
against taking them.
With our children It's different.
Mothers who clln to the old form ot
physic simply don't realize what they
do. The children's revolt Is
Their tender little "Insldes" are
Injured by them.
If vour child's atnmarh. liver and
bowels need cleansing, give only deli
cious "California Syrup of Figs." Its
action Is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
laxative" hanrtv thnv know children
love to take It; that It never fails to
clean the liver and bowels and sweeten the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
given today saves a sick cniia tomorrow.
bottle
Ask at the store for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, chlldr?,
plaldy
of all ages and for grown-up- s
on each bottle. Adv.

Never Tasted Any.
Officer I want a man to go around
and buy some good horses, sergeant
Are you er anything ot a Judge ot
horse flesh?
Sergeant I dunno, sir. I've never
tasted any.

Weeks'

Break-Up-A-Co-

ld

Tablets

remedy for Colds and
La Grippe Price 25e of your druggist
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.

A guaranteed

tt

'

'

Post The charge that h broke his parole b always vigorously denied.
u
!( has written many military dooes ana pampmeis, ana
Ing

Oeavar, Colorado

vacation?
Hook A vacation is something that
enables a man to got away from home
for a tlnio, so ho won't have to live
up to his reputation.

KERN ADVISES LEWIS
has been laughing
Washington
over an exchange of telegrams between Senator Lewis of Illinois and
Senator Kern of Indiana regarding the
;
stylo of dress J. Ham should wear at
a Jackson club banquet at Lafayette,
Ind.
Although the Illinois statesman Is
recognised as the arbiter and final authority on all matters pertaining to
men'a apparel, he sought the advice
of the Hooslor senator, whose paintbrush whiskers are his only sartorial
pride.
"Shall I wear a dress suit, or Is tt
to be Informal?" Senator Lewis wired.
"Business suit, Louis XIV necktie," Senatoi Kern replied.
Before Senator Kern's tologram
reached him, Senator Lewis, becoming
Impatient, wired the second time. And
Senator Kern, figuring his advice In
the first Instance bad not been satisfactory, tried again In this way:
necktie." Senator Lewis took
Dolly
Varden
and
everyday
clothes
"Wear

t

LIVE AQENT8 WANTED

IftSCARETS"

SICK

super-cream-

Dust the Hen Occasionally.
Hens should be dusted with insect
powder occasionally, but the presence
of a good dust bath will makes these
necessary occasions far fewer. Mix
about one pound of powdered sulphur
with each bushel of dust for the best

saveyoamoney. Cainmetgoe irorare
and far en parlor to sour miUr and soda.

nSp

'

The success of eeg production de
ponds largely upon the activity of the
hlrd. The reason the Legnorns excei
in egg production is largely because
they kocp themselves in good pnysicai
condition. They exercise, lne nen
that la inactive and shows long toe
nails Is seldom a good producer. The
hen that is llrst off of the roost In
the mornina1. keens busy during the
day and is last to go to roost at night
is the prolltable hen.
Some birds have the disposition to
take exercise; others have to be
forced. This la especially true of tht
heavier breeds. Strains of Rocks and
other breeds are Inclined to be lazy
and in a short time get so fat that
they cannot produco eggs In satisfacThe circulation ot
tory quantities.
blood to the ovary is restricted by the
This unquestionably
excessive fat.
interferes with the normal functioning ot the ovary and reduces egg production.
Exercise can best be encouraged b)
The poultry house
not overfeeding.
should be bedded with a foot or more
of straw and the grain burled In this.
The skill ot the poultry feeder is tested by the manner In which he compels the hens to exercise.
Inactivity,
causes
Overfeeding
which will be manifested by few holes
being dug in the straw. Egg production la quite largely dependent upon
In
keeping the birds In condition.
summer It can be encouraged by sow
Ing the yards and letting the hens dig
up the grain.

Cheap and big canBakingPowdarsdonot
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brain-rackin- g

That New Hat
Mamie How do you like my new
hat Susie?
Susie Lovely, Mamie; I
Just like Jast year.

TEX 0L07I3 HEWS

WOUNDED

IN

MACEDONIA

TAKEN

TO

NEW TYPE OF

CAIRO

LOCOMOTIVE

OIL-BURNI-

Look and Feei

J

Clean, Sweet and
Fresh Every Day
Drink a glass of real hot water
before breakfast to wash
out poisons.

Tf

I
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In This

The first batch of wounded soldiers from the Macedonian campaign to reach Cairo.
by native Egyptian stretcher bearers

They are being carried to

the British hospital

"The war cross which they have
given to me surprised me, for I did
nothing for that. I have done less
than others who have been here since
the beginning. I know tbey are decorating my years, but as my age does
Doing
French Veteran of 1870 Is
not count with me I am a little
ashamed before my comrades.
His Share.
"The only advantage of age Is to
have a little Influence over the youngSurrugue,
Twelve Years er ones. When they grow Impatient
Corporal
I toll them of 1870 and contrast It
Mayor of Auxerra, Is Still Hale
with what we have done today. We,
and Hearty and Does Hie Bit
who were not ready,, have stopped at
Like the Others.
the Marne and the Yser an enemy suformidably orperior In
Paris. The Paris Journal Omclel ganized. numbers and
We have imposed on him
recently published the following hon- our will. He
has submitted to our law
orable mention In army orders:
we will
"Corporal Surrugue, Charles, en- and when the time has come
crush him!"
tered under No. 0,131, in company
T of the Sixth regiment of Engineers, second company of the corps, FEARED FRED MIGHT BE COLD
veteran soldier of 1870, chevalier of
the Legion of Honor, enlisted as vol- Marine Serving In Haiti Gets Comfortable Made by His Solicitous
unteer for the duration of the war at
years, asked to
Grandmother,
the age of seventy-sigo to the front as second sapper and
Rochester, N. T. Fearing the govminer, takes part without any physical
weakness in all the work carried on ernment did not provide sufficiently
day and night under fire of the enemy, warm clothing for her favorite grandson serving In the United States maanimated with the highest conscientiousness and the most noble concep- rine corps, an elderly lady brought
tion of bis duty toward bis country, a fleecy, handworked comfortable to
and offers to his younger comradea a the local recruiting station of the sea
model discipline of dash and energy." soldiers and requested Sergt. George
Seeing this description of the old S. Fynmore to forward It to him
young man a correspondent of the
"Poor Fred may be shaking and
Illustration of Paris set out for the shivering with cold Just like the solfront to find him. After wandering diers In Europe," she told Fynmore,
absut the trenches In zigzag fashion "and this comfortable will be Just the
the correspondent saw a rather small thing. You'll send It to blm, won't
your
man with white beard and the
Sergeant Fynmore assured the old
an engineer on his cap
description grandmother that It would be a priviStanley's
Llvlngatone lege and a pleasure to do so. But
met
he
how
of
in the heart of Africa and walked up when he forwarded the package to
to him, saying "Mr. Livingstone, I pre- Port Au Prince, Haiti, where the
sume?" the correspondent accosted grandson is now serving, he Inclosed
the engineer: "Corporal Surrugue, are a note explaining that the old lady
you not?"
had worked hard In an endeavor to
The englnoer was completely taken have the comfortable finished In time
ahack at the idea that anyone would to come as a Christmas present and
want to interview him, but Anally led that be didn't havo the heart to disthe newspaper man Into a subter- illusion her about the need for such
ranean shelter, which was very humid things In Haiti.
"Hut," he added In the note, Just by
and from the root of which large drops
"sometime
of water fell on tho correspondent's way of encouragement,
whon you're serving In Alaska I'll get
notobook.
Aiked how he kept so well. Cor- her to send you a cake of lee."
poral Surrugue replied that he did It
Having been occupied
by walking.
WOULD BE VICE PRESIDENT
with work on country roads, a thirty-milwalk was nothing to him.
For twelve years before the war he
had been mayor of Auxorre, In the department of the Vonno. Before that,
as a civil engineer, he had been engaged In railroad construction and especially on tho railway from Arrus to
Staples, for which he offered tho plans
In 1872. That year ho drove the first
spado at the stutlon of St.
In the Bame place where forty-fouyears later he has come to linndle
the spade and pick as an ordinary
sapper.
In 1871 he belonged to the army of
Faidhorbe and was captain of engineers engaged In constructing defense
works In the valley of Scarpa. He
was twice honorably mentioned then,
once for having remained at his post
when the other workers fled, fearing a
I
""kv.s-jAGerman advance on Atbles, near Arras,
and again for having saved a wounded
officer by carrying him to the rear.
In 1875 Mr. Surrugue entered the
L
service of public roads In the
,.Yv, I
where he remained six years,
i
and then took up the same kind of
work In the Yonne for twonty years.
!
Elected member of the municipal
council of Auxerro, he soon became
the loading mnn and was mayor of the
i
it
town from 1900 to 1912. His adminispublic
roads and works
tration of
caused him t be attached to the Inspection department of the ministry
of the Interior.
Such was the civil career of this
For the first time In history a womDrave man- - When asked an Is a candidate for the nomination
mCit andpresent
about his
service and whether of a vice president of the I'nlted
his companions knew who he was, be Slates.
She is Mrs. Kate Rlcharda
said: "They don't know much about O'Hare. Candidates
for Socialistic
me and I am not going to tell them. nominations are determined by referSurrugue,
am
who does his bit of endum. Mrs. O'Hare Is the editor of
I
trench work like the rest, and that Is the National Rip Saw, a Socialist orall. These daya what one baa done In gan.
civil life doesn't count Everybody Is
equal In the common effort. When a
Craiy Deer Attache Two.
man has physical vigor which can be
Roseburg, Ore.
While working
used there should be no hesitation.
about bis ranch at Rice Hill. Isadora
"I passed the medical examination Rice, an aged resident of that vicinity,
and they were forced to take me. Then was attacked by an Infuriated deer.
jl bad three months of Insf ruction In
Mr. Rice was knocked to the ground.
novelties which we knew nothing and only escaped when the animal was
boat in 1870 and In July left for the beaten Into submission by his son. A
front I took part vln all the works of few days previously the deer attacked
preparation for the drive In
Mr. Rice's daughter, but she escaped
bar and on October 1 I was named a without serloua Injury. Mr. Rice was
orporal.
bruised.
k
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LONG BUTTER

LIS

Picturesque Scenes Witnessed

in

Berlin Today.
People Resort to All Manner of Trick
to Get Extra Supply of Butter-Wor- king
Classes Get It, Well- to-D- o

Go

Without

..viv.

Locomotive, Which I Designed Particularly for
Work, a Full Head of Steam Can Be Raleed In 15 Mlnutea.

locomotive of a new
An
type, designed particularly for construction work, Is equipped with a
boiler in which, it la claimed, a full
bead of steam can be raised In IS minutes. The principal feature about the
boiler Is the use of a large number of
copper flues, each about 16
inches long. These locomotives are
made In sizes ranging from I tons
half-Inc-

h

DISORGANIZED BY WAR
EUROPEAN RAILROAD SYSTEMS
HAVE BEEN HIT HARD.

Many Trains That Had Become Famous the World Over Hsve Had
to Be Discontinued In the
Belligerent Lands.

size, which
to 12 tons. On the five-togauge, the complete
t
has a
n

two-foo-

boiler, with Are box and smoke box,
measures only 34 Inches in diameter
and 37 Inches In length. The engine
matter.
is equipped with ball bearings, and the
Everyone, whether ailing, sick or
s
power is transmitted to the
through gearing. Any kind of well, should, each morning, before)
fuel oil may be used. Popular Me- breakfast, drink a glass of real hot
water with a teaspoontul of limestone)
chanics.
phosphate in it to wash from the)
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels tho
TO ENJOY REMAINING YEARS previous day's indigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins; thus cleansProminent Railroad Official Retires ing, sweetening and purifying the entire alimentary tract before putting;
From High Position to Lead
more food Into the stomach. The
n
Life of Leisure.
of hot water and limestone phosHarry Gower, for IS years general phate on an empty stomach Is wondertraffic manager of the Rock Island fully Invigorating. It cleans out all tha
Railroad system, has voluntarily re- sour fermentations, gases, waste and
linquished bis (12.000 a year position aoldity and gives one a aplendid apthat he may devote all his time to petite for breakfast While you ara
painting pictures, dabbling In horti- enjoying your breakfast the water and
culture, Ashing and playing golf. Mr. phosphate Is quietly extracting a large
years old and has volume of wator from the blood and
Gower Is sixty-onbeen connected with the Rock Island gottlng ready for a thorough flushing
roa'd 38 years. With Mrs. Gower the of all the inside organs.
couple have no children he will make
The millions of people who are bothhis home on a small tract of land near ered with constipation, bilious spells,
Palm Beach, Fla., says the Business stomach trouble, rheumatism; others)
and Transportation World.
who have sallow skins, blood disorEnjoying the distinction of being ders add sickly complexions are urged
Chicago
to
In
to get a quarter pound of limestone
the first railroad officer
voluntarily retire with a pension avail- phosphate from any store that handles
disable, Mr. Gower will be further
drugs which will cost very little, but
tinguished by dropping all business Is sufficient to make anyone a proand devoting his time to cherished nounced crank on the subject ot Ine
ambitions In the way of paint- ternal sanitation.
Adv.
ing, and other avocations.
Not 8o Good.
Here are some of Mr. Gower's Ideas
"Any good skating on the lake these,
of living:
"To me life is worth living, and to days?"
"The ice is good, If that's what you
do this or get all there is out of it
one must not lose his Identity. I bave mean. The skaters are a lot of dubs."
been in the railroad business practically all my life, yet I have tried to A GLASS OF SALTS WILL
retain some individuality. I have not
E
END
allowed the railroad to master me.
passe
get
people
some
believe
"I
by too much working. I have never Ssys Drugs Excite Kidneys and Rso
ommends Only 8alta, Particularly
worked Sundays, except once in my
If Bladder Bothers You.
life, when I helped defend the company's property during the Debs
When your kidneys hurt and your
strike of 1894.
sore, don't get scared and
"I am not rich, but we do not need back feels
much, as we will pursue the slmplo proceed to load your stomach with a
lot of drugs that excite the kidneys
life.
"Many people do not enjoy play, and Irritate the entire urinary tract,
because they make work of It. I Keop your kidneys clean like you keep
never make a business of my pleas-ure- your bowels clean, by flushing them
I like to paint water colors from with a mild, harmless salts which resketches of rambles through the coun- moves the body's urinous waste and
stimulates them to their normal activtry.
"A friend once asked me why I did ity. The function of the kidneys Is to
not take painting lessons. I told him filter the blood. In 24 hours they
that it I took lessons that I would be- strain from it 600 grains of acid and
gin to study technique, and the minute waste, so we can readily understand
I did that I would make work of my the vital importance of keeping the
painting and the minute it became kidneys active.
Drink lots of water you can't drink
work it would cease to be pleasure."
Mr. Gower was born in England and too much; also get from any pharmainherits the British idea of retiring cist about four ounces ot Jad Salts;
from business early in life and de--, take a tablespoonful In a glass of
In water before breakfast each morning
voting oneself to his avocation.
England many of those who retire are for a few days and your kidneys will
chosen to honorary civil omces wiinout act fine. This famous salts is mad
from the acid ot grapes and lemon
pay.
Juice, combined with lthla, and ha
been used for generations to clean and
Hats Off to Trainmen.
Every time I travel anywhere I am stimulate clogged kidneys; also to
moved to take off my hat to the rail- neutralize the acids In urine so It no
way employee. There la In this coun longer Is a source of irritation, ihu
try no other body of men that equals ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts Is Inexpensive; cannot Inthose employed by the railways in the
matters of efficiency, politeness and jure; makes a delightful effervescent
r
drink which everyone
courtesy. Ask a railroad man what
you wish to know and he will tell you. should take now and then to keep
Ha will do it in a manner to convey their kidneys clenn and active. Try
the Impression that you did blm a fa- this, also keep up the water drinking,
vor by asking it And what be tells and no doubt you will wonder what
you will be so.
There will be no became of your kidney trouble and
guesswura, no specuiaiiuu auuui u. backache. Adv.
I may, occasionally, And fault with a
Her Way.
careless or parsimonious railway man"Con your wife keep a secretf
agement But I find no fault with the
"Sure, she can keep a secretmen who operate the trains. Jay
in circulation."
House In Topeka Capital.
drive-wheel-

ao-tlo-

e

The Hague. Picturesque and somewhat pitiful scenes where long lines
wait at the doors of German butter
shops are described In a dispatch to
the New Rotterdam Couraut from Us
Berlin correspondent
As this newspaper Is sympathetic
with Germany, It cannot be accused
of presenting an excitable and exaggerated account such as the Germans
complain of In allied Journals.
The correspondent begins by quoting from a story told blm by a friend'
"I got In with a little persuasion.
A line was waiting. Tbey would not
let me go In front, of course, but I
pretended I only wanted vegetables.
So I got through the line and after
securing vegetables, I asked with a
very Innocent fare for a quarter of a
pound of butter. I hid It In my coat,
went out and Joined at the end of the
line. Without much more trouble I
got a second quarter of a pound"
The correspondent comments:
"That is how we get along In Berlin
today; that la what we must do to
capture a little fat or a little butter.
Only with cunning or patience can we
butter our bread. . In long straight
lines the people stand for hours before
the butter shops. Some get nothing,
some welter In butter. He who has
no need of butter goes out on the bunt
for It, as for sport. Housewives tell
with pleasure and pride how much
butter they have captured. I, myaelf,
with my family had to go without butter for days till I tumbled on a cunning ruse hereby I secured a pound.
And how I bragged about It!
"Many butter and cheese shops aro
closed practically the whole day. A
paper In the window announces when
the sale will begin and long before
the specified time a crowd collects
mostly mothers and children. Rome
little ones are there to capture a quarter of a pound on their own hook. Did
the salesman know there were several
from one house they would get nothing, so they cheerfully Ignore each
other during the long wait.
"A policemen keeps order In the
waiting lines. In the good, old days
such Hues collected to buy tickets for
a Caruso concert ; now butter or some
other necessity Is all we think of.
"The cause of tbla atngular situation Is not far to seek. In peace time,
to say nothing of war time, Germany
does not produce enough butter for
Lack of fodder
home consumption.
nnd speculation combined to drive up
prices. A scarcity of fat accompanied
the scarcity of butter. To do without
these two would be a disaster for the
German working poople, so the government took the matter up, and, as
butter, like fat. Is free from plutocratic Influences, the government decided the butter should be fairly divided, and fixed low maximum prices
accordingly.
"The result is that the working
classes get butter and the
go without The working map s wife
goes herself or sends ber children to
stand for hours In line. She has the
,
now that patience and not
money Is the determining factor.
"The sortal side of this regulation
has thus reached It's goal, but cot so
the financial. The prices are so low
that Imports from Denmark and Holland are almost out of the question
and the government is now fnced with
the dilemma: plenty of butter at panic
prices or little butter at low prl.-e- s.
"In official circles It Is hoped that
the situation will soon be easier.
They hope soon to get the benefit of
a big potato harvest, the increase In
the farm storks, and the Imported food
from the Balkans. But boa to deal
with the disagreeable fact that the fixing of maximum trices automatically
diminishes th supply available atlll
remains an unsolved problem."
well-to-d-
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Hog With Five "eet
Stamford, Ky. Andy Adams has
funny freak of nature in the way rt
hog. The porker weighs
about 125 pounds and has flvs well
formed and developed fee.
five-foot-

-

Life Is not merely to live, but to
live well, eat welt, digest well, work
well, sleep woll, look well. What a
glorious condition to attain, and yet
how very easy It is If one will only
adopt the morning Inside bath.
Folks who are accustomed to feel
dull and heavy when they arise, splitting headache, stuffy from a cold, tool
tongue, nasty breath, acid stomach,
can, Instead, feel as fresh as a daisy
by opening the sluices of the system
each morning and flushing out that
whole of the Internal poisonous stag-Ba-

"While the war has put all Europe
tut of order, no better illustration of
its disorganization could be chosen
than that of Its chaotic railway geography, presenting an aspect of disrupted schedules, broken lines, and
reorganized routings on such a scale
as to give some idea of the confusion In the belligerent continent," begins a bulletin issued by the National
Geographic society. "Trains de luxe
are no longer streaking hosts of Americana over famous railway routes rich
In memories for the travelers of
every country, taking them to historic
grounds, to curative springs, to mountain grandeur, to centers of international smartness, to places for fashionable winter sport, and to Mediterranean resorts for springtime and sun
in winter. The trains de luxe of before the war are no longer running;
for hostile fronttera cross their network In all directions.
"Of the 12 most famous European
express trains, only four are still able
to run. The four lines still open are
express; the
the Ostend-Vlenn- a
express,
a
summer train; the South express,
Paris Bordeaux
and the Siberian express,
Serv-

ice was baited Indefinitely for the
Nord express, with Its compartments
coming from Paris, Ostend and Brussels, which left Berlin for Petrograd
and Moscow, its sections splitting up
for thoir respective destinations In
Russia at Warsaw. The Nord express
was a brilliant European link in the
railway,
and, In peace times, it pulled out of
Berlin dally.
"Further, the popular
and Egyptian express,
whose many sections were always
filled with travelers, beginning about
tbla time of the year, has ceased to
operate.
Its conductors and engineers, aristocrats among European
railroad men, with considerable standing in the bureaucracies of Germany,
Austria, Frauce and Italy, are now in
all likelihood driving endless lines
of freight cars through
country,
"The Orient express was the first express in all Europe, before the war,
a train whose French, German and
Austrian sections were not surpassed
by any other of the trains de luxe.
It has now loBt much of its International character; has changed its direction; and, in place of the wealthy
and the renowned, it has taken to
carrying soldiers and munitions.
"Before the outbreak of the war,
the Orient express ran over a line
east and west; now It runa northwest
It was made up at
and aoutheast.
Paris, and Its route was
Munich Vienna
while one
of Its sections went to Bucharest. The
Orient express, probably, ran through
more Important capitals, eight of
them, and bore a more truly international character than any other train
in the world. The stations of this
famous train were marked by the national cities of peoples, and Its way
halted at either end In earth's two
foremost historic centers.
express has
"The
stopped. Tho Peninsula express, a
speedy train through France, where
and the
It rivals the
Calals-Buso- l
expresses, still has a
clear way on that stretch wherein it
la known as the Peninsula express, between Calais and llrlndlsl. Its Dutch
and German sections coming from
Rotterdam and Berlin, however, are
no longer riding behind It. The
express and the
Christlonla Paris express, have, also,
had their schedules canceled by the
war for an Indefinite time. Practically
all of the Black Diamond, Empire
Century exState and Twentieth
presses of Europe are
and such timetables aa remain In
force are, for civilians, uncertain
things, subject solely to military
trana-Siberia-
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Used Imported Loeomotlve.

The Baltimore ft Ohio was the pioneer American railroad construction
solely with reference to the Immediate use of steam traction. At first
horses preceded locomotives on the

RECIPE FOR GRAY

HAIR.

To half pint of water tdd 1 os. Bey Rnm,
mull lux of Barbo OmKund, and H os. of
rlycerina. Apply to the hair twice a waek
until li beroiiir the dralred hata. Anjdrug-lllcan 'Ul this up or jou can mil It a
little oot It will gradually
bums at
larkeu ntreakM, fuded gray balr. aod ra
dandruff. It Is ei'llent for fnlllag
niori-balr and will make haroh halraoft ami fines.
It will not ilur the aoalp, is nut nick aw
crrasr, aod duet But rub oil. Adf.

tj

Baltimore ft Ohio, the Philadelphia ft
Columbia, and the Mohawk ft Hudson, but the first locomotive actually
run upon an American railroad was
the Stourbridge Lion, Imported from
England In 1829 to be used near
Contrasts.
Ta., but the engine
"What's meaner thun to peachf
Honesdale,
proved too heavy for the trestles, and
"Or lovelier than to be one!"
bany Argua.
the service was abandoned.

Al-

Important to Mother
Make Lumber Fireproof.
Examine caruiully every bottle of
One of the largest English railways
Is building a fireprooflug plant In CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy for
see that It
which to treat all ot the lumber used Infants and children, and
tlnara Ilia
in cars which will be constructed in
Signature of
future.
In T'se for Over 30 Years.
In a Poaition to Know.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Suitor "What makea you think, sir
that I will not be able to support your
The Advantage.
daughter?" Her Father "The difflcul
"Hearing those high priced opera,
myself."
Bos
doing
it
ty I've had In
singers on the phonograph la almost
ton Transcript
as good as hearing them on tho
stage."
Length of World's Rsil Lines.
"Better. You can shut them oB
The total length ot the wor.d'a rail whenever you like oa the phoaa
ways Is estimated at 500,000 miles.
graph."
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We Give You Another Invitation to Come to the
FASHION FEAST AT LU IK ART'S
We are very proud of the new things that are
coming every day. Never before has this store as- sembled such an assortment of merchandise or finer
Our buyer heeding the command of "For- ward" given to business last fall has been planning
for bigger and better things.

The result is found in the immense Spring
Stocks that now awaits you. He has given every
effort to buy merchandise that will meet the
mands of the prosperous condition of Eastern New
Mexico. Come and be convinced. Make Luikart's
de-quali-

Store Your Store.

v

Men's Spring Suits'
Skirts of Fashion
All of the best styles com- - Curlee's famous all wool
Color Marks the
inSin Gabardine, Serge, guaranteed $15.00 Suits,
Ladies Suits
wool poplin and mixtures, coming in brown and blue
serge and gray worsted.
Silk Suits coming in crimpy
This is the biggest value
Shirt Waists
Taffetas and swishing
Failles. They are simple White Flaxon and Voiles, on eartl1:
.
"
enough yet the softness of sak
Jn e
Laps
color lifts them above the ,ar
A Spring Like Dash and

ordinary.
See our window for
Prices start at $12.75
dies latest style boots.
and go to $35.00.

Dresses That Possess
Real Grace
Not a style note has been
overlooked in assembling
aj tne approved modes of
the spring season in worn- an's dress. Lovely dresses
developed in the rich Silk

Georgette combina- An assortment of colors tion8 and the popular taf- and shapes, to suit every- - feta creation. You will be
one. Prices 50c to $1.00 interested in these.
and

New Novelty

Brown Vici

COLLARS
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Presbyterian Church
February 20 will be Educational Day. At It a. m sermon
to young men and women by the
pastor. At 7:30 p. m. "Patriotism ami Mittsionism." This will
be a popular meetiug with a
variety in the program. Among
the many good things will be a
short addretts by Prof. James
Bickley on President Wilson the
Man for the Hour.
Everybody cordially invited.
Jeremiah Moore. Pastor.

For Sale

Abe Cox Jr., who ha bnen
visiting his parents hire for

Lot!), Block 35, Nor' h Park
addition. This ia a desirable lot
facing on Main Street, and will
be sacrificed to th highest and
best bidder. Address the owner
Box 176, Knoxville, Tetm.

several vduy!, returned to
rque the first to th week,
where he ia attending th University of New Mexico for a time
until he will return to his job
with a western Arizona mining
concern.
Albu-buq-

4 t.

I
v

!
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February 20.
It is important that every one
of our members attend Sunday
School this Sunday. The subject of the morning sermon:
"The Conversion of Cornelius."
For the evening service, "The
Broad and the Narrow Way."
We try to be the cordial Church;
we give at all times a most
a cordial invitation to every one
to worship with us.
J. H. Messer, Pastor.

EVANGELIST J. H. SHEPARD
Episcopal Church
who will deliver his great lecture here Sunday even (Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor)
ing at the Christian church, on "How to Get Married Morning service with sermon
and Stay Married." This lecture teems with wit, at 11 a. m. Subject: "The Duty
of Loyalty to Christ and His
humor, pathos and wholesome advice. If it hurts Church.
All are cordially invited.
you to laugh, don't hear this lecture.
Church of Christ

of the U. S. are planning to set
The Church of Christ extends
The Clovis Woman's Club met aside the first week in March for
a
cordial
invitation to all to meet
study
practical
of the best
in regular session Tuesday p. m a
and worship with them. Bible
of
preserving
means
develop
and
at the home of Mrs. Carroou.
study at 10 o'clock, preaching at
Mrs. Harry Crawford had charge ing child life. This week iB to 11 o'clock on each
Lord's day.
of the History lesson. Mrs. C. he. known as "Baby week."
L. Snyder gave an interesting The Clovis Woman's Club will
Land For Sale
and practical stu ly of silk manu- have at least one program to
Two half sections two and one
facture and silk testing. The which every mother is invited.
next meeting will be on March 7. The program and place of meet- half miles northwest of Clovis.
W. B. Davis. Box 853.
It will be a public meeting for ing will be announced later.
W.
Mrs.
E.
4t
pd.
Carrcon,
Pres.
Women's
Clubs
The
mothers.

Woman's Club

F. L Frary, anew comer from
Kansas, was in the News office
vionday and expressed himself
so well pleased with Curry
county that he expects to make
this his home.
W. A. Boone from the Black-watdraw, was a busineBf
visito to Clovis Monday.
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Built for the
Business Farmer

i
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The Dort was built for the
fanner. For 2S) year:1. l)ut !uul
building farm w'Tk U's. 1!c ;r.( u Vii.it.
the furmcr w;;i;tcd for v ii kr, l.;vI
what he needed in an automobile.
If an automobile is r,om& to be a bu: 'moss
asset to the l'arnu r he must be able t
use it every clay in the year; whin t l:rs
roaite arc deep wi'h Fnow; when i!u;
is far below vxo w.d w.in in
bu.-irus-

b'-j.-
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First Methodist Church
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in coning ji't if t)ii'i':.it.r"i
thef;irin
k Kril t!.- uvi
nnd lln intid in sti tl j imd
car will sink to the liulw ami bis ho;nli l n:i;ci.
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MILLER MOTOR CO.
Claud Miller, Mgr.

,

Clovis, N. M.
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